City of San Marcos
Regular Meeting
Historic Preservation Commission
May 5, 2022, 5:45 PM
City Hall Conference Room
630 East Hopkins Street
Due to COVID-19, this will be a hybrid (in-person/virtual) meeting. For more
information on how to observe the virtual meeting, please visit:
https://sanmarcostx.gov/2861/Historic-Preservation-Commission-VideosA
The Historic Preservation Commission may adjourn into executive session to consider any item on the agenda if a matter
is raised that is appropriate for Executive Session discussion. An announcement will be made on the basis for the Executive
Session discussion. The Historic Preservation Commission may also publicly discuss any item listed on this agenda for
Executive Session.

I.

Call To Order

II.

Roll Call

III. 30 Minute Citizen Comment Period: Persons wishing to participate (speak) during the
citizen
comment
period
must
submit
their
written
comments
to
hpcommission@sanmarcostx.gov no later than 12:00 p.m. (noon) on the day of the meeting.
A call-in number to join by phone or link will be provided for participation on a mobile device,
laptop or desktop computer. Timely submitted comments will be read aloud during the citizen
comment portion of the meeting. Comments shall have a time limit of three minutes each.
Any threatening, defamatory or other similar comments prohibited by Chapter 2 of the San
Marcos City Code will not be read. Please indicate if you would like to speak in person.
MINUTES
1. Consider approval, by motion, of the April 7, 2022 regular meeting minutes.
PUBLIC HEARINGS
Written comments or requests to join in a public hearing must be sent to
hpcommission@sanmarcostx.gov the day prior to the meeting and no later than 12:00 p.m.
(noon) on the day of the hearing. A call-in number to join by phone or link will be provided
for participation on a mobile device, laptop or desktop computer. Comments shall have a
time limit of three minutes each. Any threatening, defamatory or other similar comments
prohibited by Chapter 2 of the San Marcos City Code will not be read. Any additional
information regarding this virtual meeting may be found at the following link:

https://sanmarcostx.gov/2861/Historic-Preservation-Commission-VideosA. Please indicate if
you would like to speak in person.
2. HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by Brent Salone, on behalf of the Calaboose African
American History Museum, to allow the installation of an informational kiosk constructed
out of recycled plastic.
3. HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by John Mark Slack to allow the terracing of the front yard,
which includes but is not limited to the addition of landscape borders created out of rock,
in addition to the construction of a six-foot-tall stone fence located approximately ten-feet,
more or less, from the front plane of the home, to run parallel to Burleson Street.
4. HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for
a Certificate of Appropriateness by Rob Baxter to allow the replacement of the
composition shingled roof with metal shingles.
5. HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by Anne Halsey and Jeff Helgeson to allow the installation
of a metal handrail along the front steps and the installation of metal gutters on the home.
6. HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a
request for a Certificate of Appropriateness by Michael Richards to allow the addition of
a dormer to the existing attached garage roof to accommodate a new bedroom and
bathroom along with the addition of new windows to the attached garage, which is a
change in the design of a previously approved Certificate of Appropriateness.
UPDATES
7. Updates on the following:
a. HPC Committee Reports Concerning Recent Activities
b. Grant Opportunities and Updates
i. National Parks Service’s Underrepresented Communities Grant
ii. Texas Historical Commission’s Certified Local Government Grant
c. Dunbar School Home Economics Building Restoration Progress
d. Upcoming Events and Training Opportunities
DISCUSSION ITEMS
8. Discussion regarding the disclosure to the Commission of various activities, including the
status of cases following decisions on such cases by the Commission, and the notification
process for upcoming Certificates of Appropriateness, and other types of cases
considered by the Commission, and provide feedback to staff.

9. Discussion regarding tree and habitat protection requirements in the City’s historic
districts and provide feedback to staff.
IV. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Board Members may provide requests for discussion items for a future agenda in accordance with
the board’s approved bylaws. (No further discussion will be held related to topics proposed until
they are posted on a future agenda in accordance with the Texas Open Meetings Act.)
V. QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION WITH PRESS AND PUBLIC
This is an opportunity for the Press and Public to ask questions related to items on this agenda.
Persons wishing to participate remotely in the Q&A session must email
hpcommission@sanmarcostx.gov beginning the day prior to the meeting and before 12:00PM the
day of the meeting. A call-in number to join by phone or link will be provided for participation on a
mobile device, laptop or desktop computer. If attending in person, no sign up is required.
VI. ADJOURNMENT
Notice of Assistance at the Public Meetings
The City of San Marcos is committed to compliance with the American with Disabilities Act. Reasonable
modifications and equal access to communications will be provided upon request. If requiring Sign
Language Interpreters or alternative formats, please give notice at least 2 days (48 hours) before the
meeting date. Individuals who require auxiliary aids and services for this meeting should contact the
City of San Marcos ADA Coordinator at 512-393-8000 (voice) or call Texas Relay Service (TRS) by
dialing 7-1-1. Requests can also be faxed to 855-461-6674 or sent by e-mail to
ADArequest@sanmarcostx.gov. For more information on the Historic Preservation Commission,
please
contact
Alison
Brake,
Historic Preservation Officer
at 512.393.8232 or
abrake@sanmarcostx.gov.

630 East Hopkins
San Marcos, TX 78666

CITY OF SAN MARCOS
Meeting Minutes
Historic Preservation Commission
Thursday, April 7, 2022

5:45 PM

Hybrid Meeting

Due to COVID-19, this was a hybrid in-person/virtual meeting. For more information
on how to observe the virtual meeting, please visit:
https://sanmarcostx.gov/2861/Historic-Preservation-Commission-VideosA
I.

Call To Order
With a quorum present the regular meeting of the San Marcos Historic Preservation
Commission was called to order at 5:49 p.m. on Thursday, April 7, 2022.

II.

Roll Call
Present 6 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Little, Commissioner Rogers,
Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Dake
Absent 1 – Commissioner Paniagua

III.

30 Minute Citizen Comment Period:
Matt Lewis, no address given, spoke in favor of Agenda Item #6. He complimented staff on
work furthering preservation in the city and expressed concerns over the treatment of city
staff by the Commission.

MINUTES
1. Consider approval, by motion, of the March 3, 2022 regular meeting minutes.
Commissioner Little noted the votes under the election of officers were incorrect. Staff stated
the changes would be made.
A motion was made by Commissioner Baker, seconded by Commissioner Rogers to
approve the minutes as amended. The motion carried by the following vote:
6 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Rogers,
Commissioner Little, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner Dake
Against: 0
For:

ACTION ITEM
2. Consider approval of recently amended bylaws utilizing the City Council approved
Standard Board and Commission Bylaws template.
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Staff presented the revised bylaws template to the Commission which had been previously
approved by the City Council at their March 1st meeting.
A motion was proposed by Commissioner Rogers, seconded by Commissioner Baker,
to approve the recently amended bylaws utilizing the City Council approved Standard
Board and Commission Bylaws template.
The motion failed by following vote:
For:
Against:
Abstain:

3 – Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Rogers
2 – Commissioner Perkins and Commissioner Little
1 – Commissioner Dake

Assistant City Attorney Aguirre stated that a vote was needed.
A motion was proposed by Commissioner Rogers, seconded by Commissioner Baker,
to approve the recently amended bylaws utilizing the City Council approved Standard
Board and Commission Bylaws template.
The motion failed by following vote:
For:
Against:

3 – Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Rogers
3 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Little, and Commissioner Dake

A motion was proposed by Commissioner Perkins, seconded by Commissioner
Rogers, to postpone action on the recently amended bylaws utilizing the City Council
approved Standard Board and Commission Bylaws template, until such time a full
Commission could be present.
The motion passed by following vote:
For:

Against:

6 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Little,
Commissioner Rogers, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Dake
0

PUBLIC HEARINGS
3. HPC-22-11 (416 Blanco Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by Scott and Michelle Frazier to allow the conversion of
an existing detached carport to an enclosed garage, which will include but is not
limited to, increasing the square footage for storage and replacement of the shingled
roof with metal roofing material.
Alison Brake, Historic Preservation Officer, gave a presentation outlining the request. She
concluded the request to allow to allow the conversion of an existing detached carport to an
enclosed garage, which will include but is not limited to, increasing the square footage for
storage and replacement of the shingled roof with metal roofing material was consistent with
the San Marcos Development Code [Sections 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(a), 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(b),
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4.5.2.1(I)(1)(e), 4.5.2.1(I)(f), 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(g), 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(h), and 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(j)] and the
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation [Standard Numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, and
10]. She concluded the request neutral with the San Marcos Development Code [Sections
4.5.2.1(I)(1)(c) and 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(d)].
Billy Wade, no address given, stated that he was the contractor for the project and made
himself available for questions.
Commissioner Ong’olo asked Mr. Wade why metal was chosen as the roofing material for
the new garage. Mr. Wade responded that due to the slope of the new roof, the homeowners
thought metal would be a better option than having a shingled roof. There were no further
questions and Chair Perkins closed the public hearing.
A motion was proposed by Commissioner Baker, seconded by Commissioner Little,
to approve the conversion of an existing detached carport to an enclosed garage,
which will include but is not limited to, increasing the square footage for storage and
replacement of the shingled roof with metal roofing material as submitted as the
request met the criteria of the San Marcos Development Code and is consistent with
the Historic District Design Guidelines and Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
The motion carried by following vote:
For:
Against:

5 – Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Little, Commissioner Rogers,
Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner Dake
1 – Commissioner Perkins

4. HPC-22-12 (110 North LBJ Drive) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by Cody Taylor, on behalf of Valentino’s, to allow the
construction of an outdoor patio space at the rear of the building.
Alison Brake, Historic Preservation Officer, gave a presentation outlining the request. She
concluded the request to allow the construction of an outdoor patio space at the rear of the
building was consistent with the San Marcos Development Code [Section 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(j)]
and the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation [Standard Numbers 1, 3, 5, 9,
and 10]. She concluded the request was neutral against the San Marcos Development Code
[Section 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(i)].
Harlan Scott, 3601 Oak Springs Drive, Austin, TX, stated he was available for questions. He
explained having the outdoor patio space would assist the business in their endeavor to
receive a grant.
There were no further questions and Commissioner Perkins closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Perkins thanked the applicant for working to achieve the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
A motion was proposed by Commissioner Baker, seconded by Commissioner Rogers,
to approve the construction of an outdoor patio space at the rear of the building as the
request met the criteria of the San Marcos Development Code and is consistent with
the Historic District Design Guidelines and Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
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The motion carried by following vote:
For:

Against:

6 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Little,
Commissioner Rogers, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Dake
0

5. HPC-22-13 (1261 West San Antonio Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a
request for a Certificate of Appropriateness by David Greear to allow the replacement
of the metal skirting with cement board skirting.
Alison Brake, Historic Preservation Officer, gave a presentation outlining the request. She
concluded the request to allow the replacement of the metal skirting with cement board
skirting was consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Restoration [Standard
Numbers 1 and 10]. She concluded that the request was neutral with the San Marcos
Development Code [Section 4.5.2.1(I)(1)(g)], and the Secretary of the Interior Standards for
Restoration [Standard Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9].
David Greear, 1261 West San Antonio Street, stated he was available for questions and
explained he wanted a skirting that was sturdier and held up to the flooding the area is prone
to.
Commissioner Dake asked the applicant if he planned on painting the skirting. Mr. Greear
stated that it would be kept a neutral color similar to the homes he had provided examples
of in the agenda packet.
There were no further questions and Chair Perkins closed the public hearing.
A motion was proposed by Commissioner Rogers, seconded by Commissioner Little,
to approve the replacement of the metal skirting with cement board skirting as the
request met the criteria of the San Marcos Development Code and is consistent with
the Historic District Design Guidelines and Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
For:

Against:

6 – Commissioner Perkins, Commissioner Baker, Commissioner Little,
Commissioner Rogers, Commissioner Ong’olo, and Commissioner
Dake
0

6. HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street) Hold a public hearing and consider a request for a
Certificate of Appropriateness by John Mark Slack to allow the construction of a sixfoot-tall stone fence approximately ten-feet, more or less, behind the front plane of the
home, partially along the south side of the home and along the north property line.
The item was postponed to the May 5, 2022 regular meeting due to a notification error.
UPDATES
7. Updates on the following:
a. Potential Demolition by Neglect Cases
i. 904 Belvin Street
b. Grant Opportunities and Updates
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i. National Parks Service’s Underrepresented Communities Grant
ii. Texas Historical Commission’s Certified Local Government Grant
c. 2021 Certified Local Government Annual Report Results
d. Recommendation Resolutions Report
e. HPC Committee Reports Concerning Recent Activities
f. Upcoming Events and Training Opportunities
a. Staff stated that no demolition by neglect had been found by the Chief Building
Official and that a letter had been sent to the property owner by certified mail. The
letter notified the owner of a few conditions that required maintenance.
b. Staff stated the RFP for project related to the Underrepresented Communities Grant
would be issued mid-April. Staff explained that the Texas Historical Commission was
hosting a grant orientation on 4/20 for the CLG grant recipients.
c. Staff provided the answers to the 2021 CLG Annual Report survey.
d. Staff presented a short report summarizing how many Recommendation Resolutions
had been passed by the Commission since the inception of the process.
e. Commissioner Perkins stated that there were no HPC Committee Reports
f. Staff stated an invitation to the proclamation for Preservation Month had been sent
to the Commission. The proclamation will be on May 3rd at 1:30 in Council
Chambers. Commissioner Perkins asked about the National Alliance of Preservation
Commissions’ (NAPC) FORUM Conference, taking place July 13-17 in Cincinnati,
OH. He asked for a consensus of Commissioners interested and that he was
interested in attending.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
8. Discussion regarding returning to in-person Commission meetings and provide
feedback to staff.
The Commission is eager to return to in-person meetings and desires to have the meetings
back in the Council Chambers. Staff explained that the city was looking to hire more staff to
help make that happen.
9. Discussion regarding a preservation plan for the city and provide feedback to staff.
Staff explained what preservation plans are and how cities utilized them. The Commission
discussed how important it was to have a preservation plan since San Marcos does not
currently have an adopted preservation plan. Staff provided an update to them that money
would be requested in the CIP to help fund a preservation plan.
10. Discussion regarding potential dates and topics for a future workshop and provide
feedback to staff.
Staff stated that they have set up a CAMP (Commission Assistance and Mentoring Program)
Training opportunity with the NAPC that will take place on the morning of May 25th. The
training will be virtually facilitated by NAPC trainers, and the approximate duration would be
2 hours and 45 minutes, which includes an introduction, break, and wrap-up. Staff stated
that a short survey would be sent to the Commissions to help determine what topics are
most important to cover.
The Commission also discussed having a visioning workshop to set goals and objectives,
affordable housing and how preservation relates to that, as well as relevant information on
how the CLG program works.
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FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Commissioner Little requested the following to be added as discussion items:
− Commission communications and notices
− City tree ordinance and relation to historic preservation (e.g., landscapes, streetscapes, etc.)
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION WITH PRESS AND PUBLIC
No one spoke.
THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS CHAIR PERKINS DECLARED THE MEETING
ADJOURNED AT 7:18 P.M.

______________________________
Ryan Patrick Perkins, Chair

ATTEST:

_________________________

__

Alison Brake, Historic Preservation Officer
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Summary
Request:
Applicant:

New freestanding recycled plastic information kiosk
Calaboose African
Property Owner:
American History
Museum Board of
Directors
200 West MLK Drive
San Marcos, TX 78666

City of San Marcos
630 East Hopkins Street
San Marcos, TX 78666

Notification
Personal Mailing:
Response:

April 22, 2022
Posted Notice:
None as of the date of this report

April 22, 2022

Property Description
Address:
Location:
Historic District:
Date Constructed:
National Register of
Historic Places:
Building Description:

200 West MLK Drive (See: Aerial Map)
Corner of South Fredericksburg Street and West MLK Drive, across from Eddie
Durham Park
Dunbar
Contributing Structure
Yes
After 1912
My Historic SMTX
High
Resources Survey:
Not Listed
Recorded Texas Historic Yes (listed in 1990)
Landmark:
One-story, 1,452 square foot institutional building (Calaboose African American
History Museum)

My Historic SMTX Historic Resources Survey Summary
Low
Medium

X High

High priority properties are those resources which have retained integrity, are significant or rare examples of a
particular type or style, and/or have significant associations with the community. Typically, high priority properties are
recommended as National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or local landmark eligible either individually or as part of
a potential historic district based on the results of research and survey efforts.
The database states the property is significant for historical association with African American community. Research
provided by Evan R. Thompson in 2020 states the San Marcos Calaboose/USO Club was constructed after 1912,
following the demolition of the original jail which had been constructed in 1873. It was renovated in 1943 for use as a
“Colored USO”; on January 7, 1946, City Council approved a petition to sponsor this use. Since 1997, the building has
been utilized as the Calaboose African American History Museum. The building was designated a local historic
landmark on March 16, 2021.

(See: Historic Resources Survey Inventory Form; Mr. Thompson’s research document)
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Current Request
The applicant is proposing to install a freestanding wooden information kiosk on the property to provide
visitors as well as the public with information about upcoming events, the nature of current exhibits, as well
as new additions to their historical collections. The kiosk is proposed to be constructed using recycled plastic
which is weather and graffiti resistant. The applicant has chosen a color, Cedar, that will mirror a natural
wood color. It is proposed to be located under the Live Oak tree on the western portion of the property,
approximately 10- feet behind the Recorded Texas Historic Landmark (RTHL) marker and the crepe myrtle.
Please refer to attached documents for an exhibit showing the details of the request; they are also seen on
the application (also attached).
My Historic SMTX Photograph

Staff Evaluation
No Affect
N/A
No
See Analysis Below

Criteria for Approval (Sec.2.5.5.4)
Consideration of the effect of the activity on historical, architectural, or cultural
character of the Historic District or Historic Landmark
Approval of the request would not affect the activity noted above.
For Historic Districts, compliance with the Historic District regulations
Whether the property owner would suffer extreme hardship, not including loss
of profit, unless the certificate of appropriateness is issued
The property owner will not suffer an extreme hardship.
The construction and repair standard and guidelines cited in Section 4.5.2.1
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HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
X
compatible with adjacent buildings.
The new structure’s height is compatible with the building’s height.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
N/A
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
N/A
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
N/A
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
X
related.
The new structure is proposed to be located behind the front plane of
the building which retains the open area.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
N/A
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The use of synthetic materials is discouraged in the historic districts.
X
However, the new structure will be freestanding and not attached to
the building. Additionally, the use of recycled plastic that is weather
and graffiti resistant will allow the new structure to be easily
maintained. The applicant has chosen a color, Cedar, that will mimic
a natural wood color.
3

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
X
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The new structure is proposed to be located behind the front plane of
the building which does not impair the wall of continuity along West
MLK Drive.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
X
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
The new structure is appropriately scaled.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Section C.1.2.4, Historic District Design Guidelines,
Appendix C, San Marcos Design Manual

4

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The building will continue to be used as the Calaboose African
American History Museum.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
be avoided.
Historic material will not be removed.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
N/A
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
N/A
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
X
property will be preserved.
The new structure will not be attached to the building.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
N/A
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
N/A
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
N/A

5

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-06 (200 West MLK Drive)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
X
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
The use of synthetic materials is discouraged in the historic
districts. Additionally, the use of recycled plastic that is weather
and graffiti resistant will allow the new structure to be easily
maintained. The applicant has chosen a color, Cedar, that will
mimic a natural wood color.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
X
environment would be unimpaired.
The new structure will be freestanding and not attached to the
building.

6
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046
County: Hays County

Local Id: R41590
City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 200

Street Name: W MLK DR

Block: 1

SECTION 1

Basic Inventory Information
Current Name:

Calaboose African American History Museum

Historic Name:

Hays County Jail/Calaboose
Name: SAN MARCOS CITY OF

Owner Information
Address:

City: SAN MARCOS

630 E HOPKINS ST

Geographic Location

Latitude:

Legal Description (Lot\Block):

State: TX

Longitude:

29.880103

Zip: 78666
Parcel Id

-97.942511

UNKNOWN

Addition/Subdivision:
Property Type:

Year:
Listed NR Distrct Name: Dunbar Local Historic District

Building

Current Designations:
NHL

Phase 1

NR

NR District

RTHL

OTHM

HTC

Architect:

SAL

Local

Other

Is property contributing?

Builder

Contruction Date:

Source

1873/1940s

Recorded By: Elizabeth Porterfield/Hicks & Company

OTHM

Date Recorded: 11/16/2018

Function
Current: Recreation/Culture
Historic:

Government

SECTION 2
Architectural Description
Built in 1873 as Hays County Jail; housed African-American prisoners after new jail built in 1884; enlarged during WW II (woodframed addition); served as a USO for black servicemen; now the Calaboose African American History Museum; identified as high
priority in the 1996 Dunbar survey (Newlan Knight); significant for historical association with African American community; within
Dunbar Local Historic District (contributing resource)
Additions, modifcations

Explain:

Relocated

Explain:

wood framed rear addition (1940s); replacement siding on rear addition
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046

Local Id: R41590

County: Hays County

City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 200

Street Name: W MLK DR

Block: 1

Stylistic Influence
No Style

Structural Details
Roof Form

Plan

Hipped (original brick section); Gabled (rear addition)

Rectangular

Roof Materials

Chimneys

Metal

Wall Materials

Porches/Canopies

Brick, Hardiplank

FORM

Windows

SUPPORT

Double hung, Wood

MATERIAL

Doors (Primary Entrance)

Landscape Features

Single (replacement)
ANCILLARY BUILDINGS:
Garage:

Barn:

SECTION 3

Shed:

Other:

Historical Information

Associated Historical Context
Social/Cultural, Law/Government, Ethnic Heritage
Applicable National Register (NR) Criteria:

A

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history

B

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past

C

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction or represents the work of a
master, or possesses high artistic value, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
lack individual distinctions

D

Has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory of history

Areas of Significance:
Law/Gov. as former jail; Cultural/Ethnic Heritage for lengthy association with local African American community
Periods of Significance:
ca. 1873-1975
Levels of Significance:

National

State

Local

Integrity:

Design

Materials

Workmanship

Location

Setting

Feeling

Association

Integrity Notes:
Individually Eligible? Yes

Within Potential NR District?: Yes

Is Property Contributing?:

Potential NR District Name: Dunbar Historic District
Priority High

Explain: Within Dunbar Local Historic District; RTHL/OTHM

Other Information
Is prior documentation available for this resource?

Yes

Type

Documentation Details:
OTHM; 1996 Historic Resources Survey of the Dunbar and East Guadalupe Neighborhoods

HABS

Survey

Other

History of the San Marcos Calaboose/USO Club to 1946
200 W. MLK Dr., San Marcos (Hays Co.), Tex.
Evan R. Thompson, J.D.1
January 7, 2021; Revised March 16, 2021
Note: This history has been revised (March 16, 2021) to reflect newly discovered information that (1)
the original 1873 Hays County Jail was constructed by the San Marcos firm of Northcraft and Donalson
and (2) that this original jail was demolished in August 1912.

The historic San Marcos Calaboose/USO Club, constructed after 1912, is located on a portion
of Lot 14 (Block 16) within the boundaries of the original Town of San Marcos. Hays County
purchased Lots 14 and 15 on August 26, 1873 for $287.50 "for the use and benefit of said Hays
County, to erect a jail upon…"2 Just a day earlier, on August 25, the County approved plans
for a jail3 after advertising throughout the summer through two rounds of bidding for "sealed
proposals to furnish material and build a Jail."4 The cost was not to exceed $5,000.5

Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin), 15 June 1873

Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin), 17 July 1873
1

I am grateful for the research insights and contributions of Lila Knight and J. Marie Bassett, two of Hays
County's most dedicated local historians.
2
John W. Herndon to Hays County, Hays County Deed Book, H:584.
3
Carl H. Deal, III, "Old jail is future home of Jack C. Hays Law Enforcement Museum," Celebrate San
Marcos 150!, 1 March 2001, p. 21B. This publication by The Daily Record & The Free Press (San
Marcos, Texas), is available online at sanmarcostx.gov.
4
"Sealed Proposals," Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin, Texas), 15 June 1873, p. 2.
5
"It is Ordered," Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin, Texas), 17 July 1873, p. 2.

Construction and Appearance of the 1873 Hays County Jail
The jail was constructed by the San Marcos firm of Northcraft and Donalson6, and the jail was
in operation as early as June 11, 1874 when it was reported that fifteen of the seventeen men
imprisoned there escaped after they "captured the jailor, took away his arms and fastened
him up in one of the cells…"7 Thirteen of them were recaptured within a few hours; the
prisoners were both white and black.

Detail of the 1881 Bird's Eye View showing the two-story 1873 jail at the corner of Comal and Fredericksburg.

The original 1873 jail was a two-story structure constructed of stone. While no photograph is
known to exist, the building is depicted on the 1881 Bird's Eye View of San Marcos in Hays Co.
Texas. This rendering depicts two doors facing Comal (MLK) Street to the south on the ground
floor. On the second story, three windows on the south facade face Comal with two additional
windows on the west facade.8 That this original structure was built of stone is confirmed by
the highly detailed Sanborn fire insurance maps of San Marcos, which will be discussed later.
Construction of a New County Jail in 1884
By 1884, the condition of the jail was very poor and plans were made for its replacement. The
description published by the editor of the San Marcos Free Press on March 13, 1884 speaks for
itself:

6

"Interior Correspondence," San Antonio Express, 22 December 1874, p2. The article references the new
jail being constructed at Floresville (Wilson Co.) by Northcraft & Donalson, "who built the fine jail at San
Marcos."
7
Untitled article, Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin, Texas), 16 June 1874, p. 3. One of the fugitives
was recaptured and put back in jail on August 13, while the other remained at large for some additional
time. (see Daily Democratic Statesman (Austin, Texas), 16 August 1874, p. 1)
8
Augustus Koch, Bird's Eye View of San Marcos in Hays Co. Texas, 1881. Private collection, digital
image form the Amon Carter Museum (Fort Worth, Texas), www.birdseyeviews.org.

In the construction of the old jail, we remember well it was said there was to be a
sort of windmill connected with it to circulate the air through the cells. The windmill
part, however, was at last overlooked. A thing better designed for a place of torture,
pure and simple, could scarcely have been conceived than it has been from the
beginning to the present time. Yet we hear it said that it is still to be used as a sort
of supplement to the new jail when completed. Against this in the name of the
humane people of the county, we utter our solemn protest. Rather let it be razed to
the ground as the French republicans of 1789 did the Bastile. We wonder the lightings
of heaven have so long spared the infernal thing.9
Hays County approved the issuance of bonds for a new jail on February 14, 1884.10 The new
jail, constructed on Lot 15 adjacent to the old 1873 jail, was also a two-story structure
constructed of stone. It was designed and built by the San Marcos firm of Northcraft &
Donalson and the county accepted the new jail and approved final payment in September
1884.11
San Marcos Had an Earlier Calaboose
It should be noted that while Hays County now owned two stone jails, San Marcos had a
separate, small, wooden municipal jail on the property, known as the calaboose. Evidence of
the existence of the earlier San Marcos calaboose can be found in reports of town council
minutes such as that of May 6, 1884 when the town council approved a payment of $8.60 to
William Giesen for "hardware and blankets for [the] calaboose."12 Or in the news that "Peter
Maxfield, better known as 'uncle Peter,' died on Monday evening. The use of strong drink was
his besetting sin, and it no doubt brought him to an untimely end, friendless, in the
calaboose."13
San Marcos Buys the Old 1873 County Jail For Use as a City Jail
Now that the old jail -- the "foul and damnable hole"14 -- was vacant and unused, on May 21,
1885 it was reported that "a proposition has been made to the [San Marcos] town council to
purchase the old jail and grounds attached, valued at $1200, on ten years time."15 On June 2,
1885, Hays County Judge Kone attended the San Marcos town council meeting:
[on] behalf of the County Commissioners court, submitted a proposition to sell the
city the old jail and grounds -- 60 varas by 55 feet. The town proposed to give the
county the town lot lying near the Presbyterian church, purchased several years since
9

Untitled article, San Marcos Free Press, 13 March 1884, p. 2.
Deal, see note 3.
11
"Commissioners' Court Proceedings," San Marcos Free Press, 4 September 1884, p. 3.
12
"Town Council," San Marcos Free Press, 8 May 1884, p. 3.
13
"Personal," San Marcos Free Press, 30 October 1884, p. 3.
14
"The Jail Question," San Marcos Free Press, 14 February 1884, p. 3.
15
Untitled article, San Marcos Free Press, 21 May 1885, p. 3.
10

for the fire company and $500 and also give the county the wooden calaboose now on
the jail grounds, valued at about $125 for a cook house, for the jail property."16
The deal was done on 21 August 1885 when the city of San Marcos purchased the old jail site
from Hays County for $1,000.17 The following month, the newspaper reported that at the new
1884 county jail, which was housing both white and black prisoners: "a neat wire fence
encloses the jail and yard, and the old town calaboose has been moved near the jail for use
as a cook-house, the County Commissioners having made provision for these needed
improvements."18
Kyle Builds a Calaboose Using a Jail Cell from the 1873 County Jail
As an aside, at this same time, the Town of Kyle petitioned the county for support to
construct a calaboose of its own,19 making use of an old jail cell that the county had donated
the year before from the original 1873 jail.20 The Kyle Calaboose was completed in 1885,21
and the structure, after having served as Kyle's municipal jail until the 1920s and as a tourist
attraction at Aquarena Springs from 1961 to the mid 1990s, has been relocated behind the
1884 Hays County Jail where it awaits restoration.
The 1873 County Jail in Use as the San Marcos City Jail
Returning to the original 1873 Hays County jail, which had become the property of the town
of San Marcos, the newspaper reported on November 5, 1885 that it contained twelve
prisoners: "...three Mexicans, five negroes and four white men. Their offenses are chiefly
theft of stock."22
The city's jail was being referred to as a "calaboose" when, on August 21, 1886, it was
reported that "a Mexican and negro were put in the calaboose;"23 on February 2, 1887, when
city council met and approved a $3 payment to Thomas B. Lee for repairing the calaboose;24
and on May 31, 1891 when "City Marshal J. M. Turner … [chastised] the blacks severely and
locked them up in the calaboose."25

16

"The 'City,'" San Marcos Free Press, 11 June 1885, p. 3.
Hays County to the City of San Marcos, Hays County Deed Book T:472.
18
San Marcos Cresset, 22 Sept 1885, p. 3.
19
San Marcos Cresset, 29 Sept 1885, p. 3.
20
"Commissioners' Court Proceedings," San Marcos Free Press, 4 September 1884, p. 3.
21
"Our Kyle Reminder," San Marcos Cresset, 22 Dec 1885, p. 3.
22
San Marcos Free Press, 5 November 1885, p.3. In the following issue, the paper noted "We knew the
old jail building had been sold by the county to the town, but for the moment forgot the fact in a reference
to it in our last."
23
"A Bloody Combat," Austin Daily Statesman, 26 August 1886, p. 1.
24
"Council Proceedings," San Marcos Free Press, 17 February 1887, p. 3.
25
The Hays County Times and Farmers' Journal, 5 June 1891, p. 5.
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Earliest Depiction of the 1873 County Jail/City Jail on the Fire Insurance Maps
The June 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map is the first map to depict both the 1873 and 1884
jails. Interestingly, and likely because of its poor condition, the second story of the old 1873
jail had been removed. Note how far back the 1873 jail is from Fredericksburg Street.

June 1896 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Sheet 1.

Depictions of the jail on later Sanborn maps in March 1902 and August 1906 are unchanged
from the 1896 map. It should be noted that buildings colored blue were stone; red buildings
were brick and yellow were constructed of wood. The 1873 jail, as it stood until at least
March 1912, was stone. The March 1912 Sanborn map also shows the structure with an X
through it, meaning that it was being used as stables. It featured a 16' wall height on the
north and south facades and a 14' tall opening on the east facade leading to a one story,
wood-frame extension on the east facade. Both the wood and stone sections of the structure
have a tin roof.

March 1912 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Sheet 1.

The last documented reference to the old 1873 jail being used by the city of San Marcos for
incarceration is in a census of prisoners compiled in 1910, noting that the "San Marcos City
Prison" had 10 inmates: 7 male, 3 female; 5 white foreign born, 5 colored."26
A New Brick Calaboose for San Marcos
The 1873 jail was demolished in August 1912.27 The San Antonio Express noted that this
building had "been used as a calaboose, [and] is being demolished and the stone used in the
concrete bridge and waterway under construction on San Antonio Street. The cages of the old
jail are still in good condition and a new city lockup of concrete will be built around them."

San Antonio Express article, 20 August 1912.

While ultimately not constructed of concrete, the new "city lockup" was built of brick and in
use by 1919, when the San Marcos newspaper reported threats of the City Marshal to place
boys in the calaboose who are being a nusiance with slingshots.28 The 1922 Sanborn map
makes it clear that this new one-story structure had been constructed of brick, and while
located on the same lot as the earlier building, it was closer to Fredericksburg Street than the
old jail had been.

26

Financial Statistics of Cities Having a Population of Over 30,000: 1912, Bulletin 118, US Dept of
Commerce, p98
27
"Old San Marcos Jail Torn Down," San Antonio Express, 20 August 1912.
28
"City Marshal to Take Boy to Calaboose," San Marcos Times, 13 January 1919.

January 1922 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Sheet 5.

The site location, material, and scale of the new San Marcos Calaboose on the 1922 Sanborn
map is consistent with the eastern half of the present-day Calaboose Museum. An
examination of the existing calaboose reveals a brick structure with machine-made brick built
on poured concrete foundation covered by a wood-framed hipped roof with open rafter tails,
all of which are consistent with a date of construction between 1912 and 1922. Newspaper
references also continue to indicate that this small jail was the city jail, and no contemporary
references have been located suggesting that the jail was used exclusively for
African-Americans, although in practice, it is clear that the incarceration levels of
African-Americans and Mexicans were disproportionately higher than for those of other
ethnicities.
By 1932, the city calaboose was apparently not in use (or otherwise infrequently used) for at
"a combined meeting of the United Charities directors and representatives of the Chamber of
Commerce a resolution was passed asking the city officials to open the doors of the old city
calaboose so that transient men might sleep there as the depots where they were formerly
allowed to sleep have been closed to them."29
In 1943, the old city jail was renovated as a "Colored USO." In November of that year, it was
reported that "renovations have started on the old city jail building on Comal street and when
completed early in December."30 The first event held in the old calaboose, now in use as a
USO clubhouse for African-Americans, was a "gala Christmas Eve party for SMAAF [San Marcos
Army Air Forces] troops."31 The August 1944 Sanborn fire insurance map reflects the changes
to the building that were made during its 1943 renovation, which included the construction of
29

"Red Cross Aids United Charities," San Marcos Record, 18 March 1932, p. 10.
"Negro USO Club Will Be Located in Old City Jail," San Marcos Record, 5 November 1943, p. 4.
31
"Colored USO Plans XMas Party," Asterope (San Marcos), 18 December 1943, p. 5.
30

a one-story addition to the west which sits on what would have been the original foundations
of the 1873 jail.

August 1944 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Sheet 7.

Seventy five years ago today, on January 7, 1946, City Council approved petition to sponsor a
"colored recreation program" to include operation of a "recreation center on Comal street in
the building which was used as the colored USO club during the war."32
It is fitting on this evening, then, that the historic San Marcos Calaboose, built on the site of
the original 1873 Hays County Jail, should be landmarked in recognition of this history.

San Marcos Calaboose/USO Club. The eastern (brick) portion was constructed between 1912 and 1922;
the western (wood frame) portion was constructed in 1943. The building sits on the site of the original
1873 Hays County jail, which was a two-story limestone building.

32

"Colored Recreation Center Approved by City Council," San Marcos Record, 11 January 1946, p. 1.

The Calaboose is constructed of machine-cut bricks on a poured concrete foundation,
typical of construction between 1912 and 1922.

HPC-22-06 Wooden Information Kiosk

• Dimensions: 43 x 6 x 100
• Recycled plastic frame and posts
o Weather and graffiti resistant
o Cedar color
• Clear plastic windows (shatterproof)
o Lockable
• 1/4” corkboard

Location:

• Underneath Live Oak tree
• Approximately 10-feet behind RTHL marker and crepe myrtle on property

APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

Section C.1.2.3 Residential Buildings
A. Porches are frequently the most modified portion of a house.
Returning a porch to its original design, when possible,
will make a positive visual impact to the house and the
neighborhood.
B.

If a porch has been lowered, consider raising it to its original
level.

C.

If the original columns have been replaced with another
material and design, consider replacing the columns with
columns which are compatible with the original design and
material.

6.

Utilize floor heights common to adjacent buildings.
Maintain the horizontal continuity of the elevations in
commercial buildings.

7.

Roof forms and roof lines or cornices should be consistent
in shape and detail.

8.

Maintain the solid-to-void pattern established in the
window openings and follow the proportions established
in these openings.

9.

Materials used in the construction of new buildings should
reflect the period in which they are built but should respect
the established scale of adjacent buildings.

D. If porches have been closed to provide additional space in the
house, look for other locations for this space when remodeling.

10. Construct garages and carports to the rear of the property,
behind the face of the house.

E.

If porches have been removed, consider reconstructing them.

11. Orient garage doors away from the street when possible.

F.

Synthetic siding which has been applied over the original siding
changes the character of the house. Consider removing the
synthetic siding and restoring the original detail of the house.

12. Consider the density of a neighborhood when constructing
new buildings on vacant or subdivided lots.
13. Maintain the orientation of building entrances on a street.

G. When windows have been removed and placed with windows
of a different material and proportion, consider replacing them
with windows to match the original.

14. Construct additions to existing buildings that do not
overpower the original building.
15. Seek guidance and assistance early in a project. Look at
options that will enhance the historic district and satisfy
your needs.

Section C.1.2.4 New Construction in Historic Districts
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

As opportunities arise, new construction will take place
in historic districts and this is to be encouraged in
order to maintain a viable living community. However,
new construction should follow the characteristics and
guidelines outlined in this document.
Respect and maintain the overall height of buildings in the
immediate vicinity.
Maintain the building relationship to the street. Set the new
building back a distance equal to that of the surrounding
structures and orient the new building in the same way.
Maintain the established rhythm of the structural piers
in the surrounding buildings, consider a similar rhythm,
structural bay or width.
Respect the overall proportion and form. Maintain the
width to height relationship.

16. Avoid creating a false history when constructing new
buildings. New buildings are new buildings and should not
be confused with historic structures.

Section C.1.2.5 Priority Planning - Renovation Guidelines
A. Evaluate the existing structure to establish the most important
work to be completed.
B.

What may be the most visible to the eye may not be the most
important to the life of the building. For example, a new coat of
paint for the front of the building will not do much to extend the
life of the building if the roof is leaking badly.

C.

Identify the “character defining” features of the building and
relate their importance to the character of the street as well as
the building itself.

San Marcos Design Manual
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS APPLICATION
FORM
Updated: September, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION
Applicant’s Name

Skyller Walkes, Ph.D

Property Owner

City of San Marcos

Company

Board of the Calaboose
Museum

Company

City of San Marcos

Applicant’s
Mailing Address

200 Martin Luther King Dr. San
Marcos, TX 78666

Owner’s Mailing
Address

630 East Hopkins St. San
Marcos, TX 78666

713-392-8215

Owner’s Phone #

512-393-8000

skyllerwalkes@gmail.com

Owner’s Email

Applicant’s Phone #
Applicant’s Email

PROPERTY INFORMATION
Address of Proposed Work: 200 Martin Luther King Dr. San Marcos, TX 78666
Historic District:

Dunbar

Tax ID #: R 41590

Legal Description:
Lot 14

Block

16

Subdivision

N/A

□ National Register of Historic Places

Historical Designation(s) of Property, if applicable:

x

Recorded Texas Historic Landmark

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK
Please use this space to summarize the proposed work (Please be specific. Use additional pages if necessary.)
The board of the Calaboose Museum would like to put a Message Center Sign with Posts - Cedar on the western side of
the property between the museum building and the live oak tree facing Martin Luther King Drive. The sign would be
placed at a general distance of 10 feet behind the Recorded Texas Historic Landmark sign and the crepe myrtle plant.
The sign appearance and dimensions are as follows:

●
●
●
●

CEDAR Message Center Sign w/Posts 43x6x100”, 124 lbs
Shatterproof, clear plastic windows with lock.
Thick 1/4" corkboard.
Recycled plastic frame and post are weather and graffiti resistant.

The purpose of the Message Center is to provide a place for walkers and general
passersby to stop and engage the Calaboose during times when the museum is not open.
The Message Center will notify the public about upcoming events as well as the nature of
our current displays, artists and any new and sundry additions to our historical collection.

Jamie Lee Case
City of San Marcos

200 Martin Luther King Dr., San Marcos, TX 78666

Skyller Walkes
Calaboose African American History Museum
Certificate of Appropriateness for
message kiosk/ board

4/13/2022
Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation

4/12/22

Skyller Walkes

President, Calaboose African American History Museum

The City of San Marcos Development Code requires public notification in the form of notification signs on the subject
property, published notice, and / or personal notice based on the type of application presented to the Planning
Commission and / or City Council.
∙ Notification Signs: if required by code, staff shall place notification signs on each street adjacent to the subject
property and must be placed in a visible, unobstructed location near the property line. It is unlawful for a
person to alter any notification sign, or to remove it while the request is pending. However, any removal or
alteration that is beyond the control of the applicant shall not constitute a failure to meet notification
requirements. It shall be the responsibility of the applicant to periodically check sign locations to
verify that the signs remain in place had have not been vandalized or removed. The applicant shall
immediately notify the responsible official of any missing or defective signs. It is unlawful for a
person to alter any notification sign, or to remove it while the case is pending; however, any
removal or alteration that is beyond the control of the applicant shall not constitute a failure to meet
notification requirements.
∙ Published Notice: if required by code, staff shall publish a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in
accordance with City Codes and the Texas Local Government Code. If, for any reason, more than one
notice is required to be published it may be at the expense of the applicant. The renotification fee
shall be $91 plus a $13 technology fee.
∙ Personal Notice: if required by code, staff shall mail personal notice in accordance with City Codes and the
Texas Local Government Code. If, for any reason, more than one notice is required to be mailed it may
be at the expense of the applicant. The renotification fee shall be $91 plus a $13 technology fee.

I have read the above statements and agree to the required public notification, as required, based on the attached
application. The City’s Planning and Development Services Department staff has my permission to place signs, as
required, on the property and I will notify City staff if the sign(s) is/are damaged, moved or removed. I understand the
process of notification and public hearing and hereby submit the attached application for review by the City.

Signature:

Print Name:

Mark Anthony Rockeymoore

Mark Anthony Rockeymoore

Form Updated October, 2019

Date:

01/06/2022
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Summary
Request:

Applicant:

New terracing of the front yard which includes, but is not limited to, the addition
of landscape borders created out of rock.
New six-foot tall stone wall with metal entry gates, to run parallel to Burleson
Street.
John Mark Slack
Property Owner:
Same
714 Burleson Street
San Marcos, TX 78666

Notification
Personal Mailing:
Response:

April 22, 2022
Posted Notice:
April 22, 2022
Three responses received: 1 requested more information and 2 speak to
flooding concerns. (See: Attached Comments Received)

Property Description
Address:
Location:
Historic District:
Date Constructed:
National Register of
Historic Places:
Building Description:

714 Burleson Street (See: Aerial Map)
South of Scott Street
Burleson Street
Contributing Structure
1909/1910
My Historic SMTX
Resources Survey:
Listed (2008)
Recorded Texas Historic
Landmark:
Two-story, 3,142 square foot residential home

My Historic SMTX Historic Resources Survey Summary
Low
Medium

Yes
High
No

X High

High priority properties are those resources which have retained integrity, are significant or rare examples of a
particular type or style, and/or have significant associations with the community. Typically, high priority properties are
recommended as National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or local landmark eligible either individually or as part of
a potential historic district based on the results of research and survey efforts.
The database states the property is a Neoclassical-style residence that retains original wood windows and wood siding
and boasts large columns with a full facade two-story front porch which is, per the NRHP nomination form, the most
prominent feature of the home. The database also notes the original doors with transoms and sidelights. The home is
listed on the NRHP as the Pettey House. The form states that the home was built for Branch Pettey when he moved
his family from their farm in Caldwell County so his children could attend the Coronal Institute in San Marcos. The
NRHP form also states that the home was built the same year the C.H. Page & Brother Neoclassical courthouse was
completed on the square and states the house represents a time in the city’s history of growth, economic stability,
and civic pride. Both the NRHP form and the historic resources survey database notes a couple of outbuildings on the
property that are largely not visible from the street: a historic-age barn which is considered a contributing resource
and a non-historic carport. (See: Historic Resources Survey Inventory Form; 1922 Sanborn Map; Excerpt from

the NRHP nomination form [the entire 55-page form found here:
https://atlas.thc.texas.gov/NR/pdfs/08000541/08000541.pdf])
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Current Request
The applicant is proposing to construct a six-foot-tall stone wall that will be located approximately ten-feet,
more or less, behind the front plane of the home, running parallel to Burleson Street on either side of the
home, and then partially along the south side of the home where it will meet up with a wooden privacy fence to
enclose a small part of the side yard. The applicant is planning to utilize the existing stone retaining wall located
along the driveway and the front yard as the template for the design of the new fence. The new stone wall
will be located over 100-feet from the Burleson Street right-of-way and mostly shielded from view by
landscaping. However, there will be spots along Burleson Street where the new stone wall will be visible.
The applicant is also proposing two metal gates on either side of the home that will allow access to the rear
and side yards. A fence permit is required to be approved and issued prior to the installation. This portion of
the request was postponed from the April meeting due to a notification error.
Prior to the April regular meeting, staff received multiple phone calls from the public regarding work to the
front yard and tree removal on the property. A Stop Work Order was issued to the property owner on
March 31, 2022, to determine what permits were specifically required to continue the work being
undertaken. As of April 25, 2022, a permit determination form has not been submitted to the Building
Department for review.
Following the Stop Work Order, the applicant amended the request for the Certificate of Appropriateness to
include the terracing of the front yard which will include but not be limited to the addition of landscape
borders. The applicant is proposing to utilize rock and boulders to delineate the landscape beds.
Please refer to attached documents for the site plan showing the location of the new stone wall and the
landscape borders, images of the proposed stone wall and metal gates, as well as images of similar
landscape borders.
My Historic SMTX Photograph

2

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
No Affect
N/A
No
See Analysis Below

Criteria for Approval (Sec.2.5.5.4)
Consideration of the effect of the activity on historical, architectural, or cultural
character of the Historic District or Historic Landmark
Approval of the request would not affect the activity noted above.
For Historic Districts, compliance with the Historic District regulations
Whether the property owner would suffer extreme hardship, not including loss
of profit, unless the certificate of appropriateness is issued
The property owner will not suffer an extreme hardship.
The construction and repair standard and guidelines cited in Section 4.5.2.1

3

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
SIX-FOOT-TALL STONE WALL
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with adjacent buildings.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
N/A
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
N/A
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
N/A
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
X
related.
The existing stone retaining wall located around the front yard will
not change.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
X
related.
The new stone wall will be set back behind the front plane of the
residence, as recommended by the Historic District Design
Guidelines.
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
The applicant is planning to utilize the existing stone retaining wall
located along the driveway and the front yard as the template for
the design of the new stone wall.
4

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
X
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The new stone wall will be located over 100-feet from the Burleson
Street right-of-way and mostly shielded from view by landscaping.
The existing stone retaining wall is not proposed to change.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
N/A
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Sections C.3.2.4(F), C.3.2.5, and C.3.4.3 Historic District
Design Guidelines, Appendix C, San Marcos Design Manual
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The property will remain a single-family home.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
be avoided.
The new stone wall will be located over 100-feet from the
X
Burleson Street right-of-way and mostly shielded from view by
landscaping. By locating the new stone wall behind the front
plane of the home, distinctive materials and features, such as the
front porch (noted in the National Register nomination form), are
allowed to be viewed while allowing the rear and side yards to be
utilized by the property owner.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
X
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
The new stone wall will be compatible with the existing stone
retaining wall located along the driveway and the front yard.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
N/A
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
The existing stone retaining wall will not change. By locating the
X
new stone wall behind the front plane of the home, distinctive
materials and features, such as the front porch, are allowed to be
viewed while allowing the rear and side yards to be utilized by
the property owner.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
N/A
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
N/A
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
N/A
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
X
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
The new stone wall will be located over 100-feet from the
Burleson Street right-of-way and mostly shielded from view by
landscaping.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
X
environment would be unimpaired.
The new stone wall could be removed from the site in the future
in a manner that will not impair the essential form and integrity
of the property.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
TERRACING FRONT YARD
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with adjacent buildings.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
N/A
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
N/A
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
The open area is terraced but remains expansive. The building’s site
is mentioned once in the National Register nomination: “The
building’s site, a spacious lot with mature trees, slopes up from the
X
street.” While the National Register nomination does not call out the
expansive front yard as a distinctive feature, many of the homes on
Burleson include grand homes set back quite far from the right-ofway, establishing large front yards. There is some evidence of other
homes in the Burleson District with terraced front yards: 724
Burleson Street, 804 Burleson Street, 906 Burleson Street. These
types of yards seem to be a distinctive developmental pattern along
this stretch of Burleson Street.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
N/A
related.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
X
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The applicant is planning to utilize rocks and boulders that are
compatible with the other terraced front yards in the Burleson
District.
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
X
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The terraced front yard is mostly shielded from the view by existing
landscaping. The existing stone retaining wall is not proposed to
change.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
N/A
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Sections C.3.2.4, C.3.2.5, and C.3.4.3 Historic District
Design Guidelines, Appendix C, San Marcos Design Manual
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The property will remain a single-family home.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
be avoided.
Substantially changing buildings and their features or site
features which are important in defining the overall historic
character of the property so that, as a result, the character is
X
diminished is not recommended by the Secretary of the Interior
Standards. Additionally, the SOI Standards do not recommend
changing the grade level of the site if it diminishes its historic
character – for example, lowering the grade adjacent to a
building to maximize the use of a basement would change the
historic appearance of the building and its relation to the site.
The Standards do recommend retaining the historic relationship
between the building and the landscape.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
X
There is some evidence of other homes in the Burleson District
have terraced front yards: 724 Burleson Street, 804 Burleson
Street, 906 Burleson Street. These types of yards seem to be a
distinctive developmental pattern along this stretch of Burleson
Street.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
N/A
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
The existing stone retaining wall located around the front yard
X
will not change.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
N/A
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
to historic materials will not be used.
The SOI Standards recommend minimizing disturbance of the
X
terrain around the buildings or elsewhere on the site to reduce
the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape
features. Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it
may disturb, or damage important landscape features is not
recommended.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
N/A
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
While the National Register nomination does not call out the
expansive front yard as a distinctive feature, many of the homes
on Burleson include grand homes set back quite far from the
right-of-way, establishing large front yards. There is some
X
evidence of other homes in the Burleson District have terraced
front yards: 724 Burleson Street, 804 Burleson Street, 906
Burleson Street. These types of yards seem to be a distinctive
developmental pattern along this stretch of Burleson Street. The
SOI Standards do not recommend changing the grade level of the
site if it diminishes its historic character. The Standards do
recommend retaining the historic relationship between the
building and the landscape.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-14 (714 Burleson Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
X
environment would be unimpaired.
The landscape borders could be removed, and new ground cover
could be planted.
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046
County: Hays

Local Id: R27353
City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 714

Street Name: BURLESON ST

Block: 2

SECTION 1

Basic Inventory Information
Current Name:
Historic Name:

Pettey House
Name: WOODS JONATHAN & DAHLIA

Owner Information
Address:

City: SAN MARCOS

714 BURLESON ST

Geographic Location

Latitude:

Legal Description (Lot\Block):

State: TX

Longitude:

29.881434

Zip: 78666
Parcel Id

-97.951083

FARM LOT, ACRES 1.1279

Addition/Subdivision:
Property Type:

Year:
Listed NR Distrct Name: Burleson Street Local Historic District

Building

Current Designations:
NHL

NR

Architect:

NR District

RTHL

OTHM

HTC

SAL

Local

Other

Is property contributing?

Builder

Undetermined

Contruction Date:

Phase 2

Source

1909

Recorded By: Elizabeth Porterfield/Hicks & Company

NR Nom.

Date Recorded: 2/1/2019

Function
Current: Domestic
Historic:

Domestic

SECTION 2
Architectural Description
NRHP listed Pettey House: 1910, Neoclassical-style residence with original wood windows and wood siding, large columns and twostory porch, original doors with transoms and sidelights; per NR Nom, two additions prior to 1930 (two-story bay on side, enclosure
of rear porches/addition of utility bay); built for Branch Pettey (former Caldwell Co. farmer) so his children could attend the Coronal
Institute in San Marcos; historic-age barn (contributing resource) largely not visible from street; non-historic carport
Additions, modifcations

Explain:

Relocated

Explain:

two-story side bay, enclosed rear porches/utility bay (of historic age-per NR Nom)
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046

Local Id: R27353

County: Hays

City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 714

Street Name: BURLESON ST

Block: 2

Stylistic Influence
Neoclassical

Structural Details
Roof Form

Plan

Hipped

Rectangular

Roof Materials

Chimneys

Composition Shingles

Brick

Wall Materials

Porches/Canopies

Wood Siding

FORM

Windows

SUPPORT

Wood, Double hung

Hipped Roof
Classical columns

MATERIAL

Doors (Primary Entrance)

Landscape Features

Single, With sidelights, With transom

stone retaining wall; large lot/setback; hist. barn in rear yard

ANCILLARY BUILDINGS:
Garage:

Barn: Wood-framed barn

SECTION 3

Shed:

Other: Carport

Historical Information

Associated Historical Context
Architecture, Community Development
Applicable National Register (NR) Criteria:

A

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history

B

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past

C

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction or represents the work of a
master, or possesses high artistic value, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
lack individual distinctions

D

Has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory of history

Areas of Significance:
Architecture/Comm. Dev. as significant early 20th-century residence and development of neighborhood
Periods of Significance:
ca. 1909-1975
Levels of Significance:

National

State

Local

Integrity:

Design

Materials

Workmanship

Location

Setting

Feeling

Association

Integrity Notes:
Individually Eligible? Yes

Within Potential NR District?: Yes

Is Property Contributing?:

Potential NR District Name: Burleson Street Historic District
Priority High

Explain: NRHP listed; contributing to local hist. district

Other Information
Is prior documentation available for this resource?
Documentation Details:
NR Nom: Pettey House, 2008

Yes

Type

HABS

Survey

Other

(Oct. 1990)

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
REGISTRATION FORM
1.

NAME OF P R O P E R T Y

HISTORIC NAME: Pettey House
OTHER NAME/SITE NUMBER: Pettey-Hcard

House

2. LOCATION
STREET & NUMBER: 714 Burleson Street
CITY OR TOWN:
San Marcos
Hays
STATE: Texas CODE: T X
COUNTY:

NOT FOR PUBLICATION: N / A
VICINITY: N / A

CODE:

209

ZIP

CODE:

78666

3. STATE/FEDERAL AGENCY CERTIFICATION
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended. I hereby certify that this {_x_nomination) ( request for
determination of eligibility) meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the
procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property (_x_ meets) ( _ does not meet) the National
Register criteria. I recommend that this property-be considered significant ( _ nationally) ( _ statewide) ( _x_ locally). ( See continuation sheet for
additional comments.)

Signature of certifying official

Date

State Historic Preservation Officer, Te.xas Historical Commission
State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property

meets

does not meet the National Register criteria. (

See continuation sheet for additional comments.)

Signature of commenting or other official

Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

4. NATIONAL PARK S E R V I C E C E R T I F I C A T I O N
I hereby certify that this property is:
^^tnXtrtA in the National Register
See continuation sheet.
determined eligible for the National Register
See continuation sheet
determined not eligible for the National Register
removed from the National Register

other (explain):

Signature of the Keeper

I Date of Action

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form
Property Name, City, County, Texas

Page 2

5. CLASSIFICATION
OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY:

Private

Building

CATEGORY OF PROPERTY:

NUMBER OF RESOURCES WITHIN PROPERTY:

CONTRIBUTING

NONCONTRIBUTING

2
0
0
0

0 SITES
0 STRUCTURES
0 OBJECTS

2

1 TOTAL

1 BUILDINGS

NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES PREVIOUSLY LISTED IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER: 0
NAME OF RELATED MULTIPLE PROPERTY LISTING:

Historic Resources of San Marcos

6. FUNCTION OR USE
HISTORIC FUNCTIONS:

DOMESTIC/single dwelling = residence

CURRENT FUNCTIONS:

DOMESTIC/single dwelling = residence

7. DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION:
MATERIALS: FOUNDATION
WALLS

LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/Neoclassical

WOOD, CONCRETE
WOOD

ROOF

ASPHALT

OTHER

GLASS,

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

METAL

(see continuation sheets 7-5 through 7-7).

NPS FofiTi 10-90C-a

OMB Approval

No

1024-0016

(8-86)

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Continuation Sheet
Section 7 Page 5

Pettey House
San Marcos, Hays County, Texas

Summary Description
The Pettey House was built in the Neoclassical style for Branch Pettey in 1909. The most prominent feature of
the wood-frame house is its full-fagade, two-story front porch, which is separated into three bays by foitr
columns. The turned-post balustrade also indicates the residual Folk Victorian style, still common in residential
architecture styles in San Marcos after the turn of the 20th century.' The complex hipped roof, with multiple
intersecting components, is shingled in asphalt. Because of the house's projecting eaves, the bases of the roof
sections are not visible from the ground level. The building's site, a spacious lot with mature trees, slopes up
from the street. The house is set to the ordinal directions with the primary elevation facing southeast. It is
rectangular in plan with a bay element on its southwest side. A brick chimney rises above the roof on the
southwest side of the house.
Southeast (Main) Flevation
The Pettey House's definitive feature is the main fa9ade's Neoclassical porch, which is subdivided laterally by
the floor of the second-story porch, which is wrapped in a simple, turned-post balustrade. Six concrete steps
with a very low concrete railing lead up to the front porch, which is skirted in pressed metal, painted white to
match the house. The prominent columns rise the full two stories of the front porch. The non-fluted coltmms
feature Ionic capitals with angled volutes. Resting on the column capitals, an unadorned frieze with simple
crown molding supports the roof. A similar band wraps the porch below the second floor balustrade. The central
bay of each floor features a doorflankedby sidelights, with a transom spanning the three elements; the ground
floor door has decorative leaded glass. The outer bays each contain large one-over-one double-hung windows
with wooden shutters painted dark green. Above the central porch bay, a dormer with two windows is tucked
into the roof The dormer itself also features a hipped roof with projecting eaves, and the house's single
chimney, on the far left of the front facade, appears to be approximately the same height as the dormer.
Southwest Elevation
The Pettey House's southwest facade is composed of four vertical components. The section on the far left, at the
west comer of the house, consists of two volumes recessed from the main plane of the elevation. The most
recessed element is a two-story volume with no fenestration and with a low-pitch hipped roof and projecting
eaves. In front of it, a one-story volume with a single square, one-light window also features a low hipped roof,
but with less aggressively projecting eaves. The window features a simple molded frame. Both components are
simple wood siding with slender pilaster detailing at the comers.
Reading the southwest elevation from left to right, the second vertical section is the fa9ade's most elaborate. In
this vertical voltime, which has its own hipped roof, a semi-hexagonal bay projects in front of the main plain of
the fagade. It has six double-hung one-over-one light windows, one on each face at each floor level. The
geometry is emphasized on the smooth underside of the eave with a molding expressing a square, with the
negative space between the molding and the hexagonal shape forming triangles. On the walls, the narrow comer
pilasters are repeated at each comer of the bayed volume, and the windows again feature simple frame molding.
San Marcos MPS
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Pettey House
San Marcos, Hays County, Texas

The third and fourth sections are flush and express the main plain of the fa9ade. The third section featttres a
single double-hung one-over-one light window on each floor, and the house's brick chimney rises above the
roof on the left-side of the section. The fourth section is the end of the two-story porch of the main facade. This
bay is framed by the engaged half-round column with single Ionic volute, and the full Ionic column at the
comer of the porch. The unadorned friezes above the column capitals and below the second floor's tumed-post
balustrade sub-divide the vertical space. The porch is again skirted by pressed metal painted to match the house.
Northwest (Rear) Elevation
The rear elevation of the Pettey House is a complex arrangement of one- and two-story volumes that can be
divided into four uneven vertical sections. The second story hipped roofs projecting eaves follow the changing
geometry of the sections. The widest and farthest left consists of a one-story volume with low-pitch roof sloping
back toward the two-story portion of the house. The one-story volume features two double-himg one-over-one
windows with simple molding; the upper story features a single square one-light window, which features the
same molding. The comers of each volume exhibit the same narrow pilasters used on the other facades.
The next section is quite narrow, consisting of an entry porch with front gable roof supported by two square
colurrms at the front comers and two engaged pilasters against the house; the columns and pilasters match the
design and scale of the house's other pilasters. Between them and extending down at an angle to serve as railing
for three concrete steps is a simple balustrade with squared balusters. Behind the entry porch, a narrow,
windowless volume projects forward, about half the distance to the front plane of the fa9ade. The third vertical
section, a two-story volume, projects further forward, bringing it even with the front plane of the one-story
volume on the left and the door of the narrow entry section. This third section features a square one-light
window on the first floor and a pair of double-hung one-over-one windows on the second floor. All are framed
with the same molding used throughout the house, and the comers of the volume also feature the same narrow
pilasters used elsewhere.
Finally, the section on the far right consists of a windowless one-story volume set back from the fa9ade's front
plane and with a hipped roof, and the second story, also windowless and set further back, which is the northwest
face of the bayed section from the southwest fa9ade.
Northeast Elevation
The northeast elevation consists of three sections. The first is the northeast end of the front porch, with the same
features as on the opposite end: a bay framed by the engaged half-round column with single Ionic volute against
the house, and the full Ionic column at the comer of the porch. The imadorned friezes above the column capitals
and below the second floor's tumed-post balustrade sub-divide the vertical space.
The bulk of the northeast elevation is the two-story central volume, noticeably flat compared to its bayed
counterpart on the opposite fa9ade. Each floor of this central section features three windows, two spaced more
closely together on the left, and one on the right, expressing the likely presence of two interior spaces behind
each wall, one with a single window, one with two. Each window is a double-hung one-over one with the same
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Pettey House
San Marcos, Hays County, Texas

molding as elsewhere on the house. The first floor continues into the third section of the fa9ade, a single-story
volume with two windows to match the others on the elevafion. The pressed metal skirt around the building's
base is unpainted on this elevation.
Site and Outbuildings
A limestone rock retaining wall surrounds the front yard. Several steps rise from street level to a sidewalk
leading directly to the front steps. Considered to be a contributing building, a red barn, or carriage house, buiU
with wood plank siding, sits approximately 50 feet behind the home. It measures approximately 20 x 30 feet and
is believed to have been built near the time the home was constmcted. Its double bay doors open on to the
driveway, as does a door to a loft. A carport with lattice siding, built more recently between the bam and the
house, also opens onto the driveway; it is non-contributing.
Integrity of the Pettey House
The large house served as home to multiple generations of families simultaneously over the years. Based on
information gathered from the 1920 and 1933 Sanborn Maps, the house had at least two addifions, a two-story
bay on the left side of the house, the enclosure of rear porches, and the addition of a utility space. These
additions were likely constructed after Branch Pettey's death and prior to 1930.^^
The home has a high degree of historic integrity. The association of this house within the neighborhood remains
intact because it has changed little since the historic period. There have been no modifications to the original
front fa9ade and retains its integrity of design and workmanship. Both the feeling and setting of the house also
remain intact.

^ Sanborn Maps 1920 and 1930; Census Records, Hays County, 1920 and 1930
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
APPLICABLE NATIONAL REGISTER C R I T E R I A
A PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS THAT HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE BROAD

PATTERNS OF OUR HISTORY.
B PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVES OF PERSONS SIGNIFICANT IN OUR PAST.
_X_ C PROPERTY EMBODIES THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPE, PERIOD, OR METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION OR REPRESENTS THE WORK OF A MASTER, OR POSSESSES HIGH ARTISTIC VALUE, OR
REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT AND DISTINGUISHABLE ENTITY WHOSE COMPONENTS LACK INDIVIDUAL

DISTINCTION.
_ D PROPERTY HAS YIELDED, OR IS LIKELY TO YIELD, INFORMATION IMPORTANT IN PREHISTORY OR HISTORY.
CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS: N/A
AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE:

ARCHITECTURE

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE:
SIGNIFICANT DATES:

1909

1909; C. 1922-30

SIGNIFICANT PERSON: N/A
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: N/A
ARCHITECT/BUILDER:

unknown

NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

(see continuation sheets 8-8 through 8-9).

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES
BIBLIOGRAPHY (see continuafion sheet 9-10).
PREVIOUS DOCUMENTATION ON FILE (NPS): N/A

_ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested.
_ previously listed in the National Register
_ previously determined eligible by the National Register
_ designated a National Historic Landmark
_ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #
_ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record #
PRIMARY LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA:

X State historic preservation office (Texas Historical Commission)
_ Other state agency
_ Federal agency
_ Local goverrmient
_ University
_ Other ~ Specify Repository:
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Pettey House
San Marcos, Hays County, Texas

Statement of Significance
The 1909 Pettey House retains a high degree of integrity of association, materials, location, design,
workmanship, feeling, and setting. The Neoclassical building, similar in style and massing to many in the
adjacent Belvin Street Historic District, an upscale historic residential area of San Marcos, represents an era of
the community's history and adds to the neighborhood's historic setting. Branch Pettey buift the home when he
moved his family from their farm in nearby Caldwell County to San Marcos so his children could attend the
Coronal Institute. The home's scale and quality of constmction demonstrate his success and motivation to
provide educational opportunities for his children. The Pettey House meets Criterion C in the Area of
Architecture at the local level of significance as an excellent example of a Neoclassical residence. With the
nearby 1908 Crookwood House and the 1909 Hays County Courthouse both also buiU in the Neoclassical style,
the Petty House represents a time in San Marcos's history of growth, economic stability, and civic pride.
Historic Context
Because of its fresh water springs that feed the San Marcos River, the area around San Marcos has been
occupied by humans throughout history. In August 1755, Spanish missionaries briefly located missions and a
presidio along the river, and in 1808, Manuel Antonio Cordero y Bustamante, Spanish govemor of Texas,
sponsored a community named San Marcos de Neve, sited where the Old San Antonio Road crossed the river.
Due tofloodsand other hardships, the settlement was abandoned in 1812.^ When the Texas Legislature created
Hays County, with San Marcos its county seat, in March 1848, the community had almost 400 residents. Dtiring
the next decades, the growing community supported agricultural trade and numerous businesses. During the
1880s, the arrival of the International & Great Northern Railroad and the Missouri-Kansas-Texas "Katy" line
sptirred additional growth and trade opportunities.^ In 1883, the county commissioners accepted plans from
noted architect F.E. Ruffini for a courthouse. It burned in 1908, and C.H. Page & Brother designed a new
Neoclassical courthouse, built by contractors Fischer and Lamb the next year (see Figure 14).^
In the decades before and after the turn of the 20th century, a number of San Marcos' successful and wealthy
residents constructed large, two-story homes southwest of downtown, on streets such as Hutchison, Hopkins,
San Antonio, Burleson, and Belvin. With materials and decorative elements widely available due to the railroad,
and with the community and its residents well-established, the luxurious new homes reflect a high level of
comfort and stability. Although typically fenced in and with a strong sense of neighborhood, the property lots
were substantial, retaining copses of trees and other semi-rural elements that conveyed the evolving nature of
settlement in the community. The Belvin Street Historic District was designated in 1983 with 18 contributing
buildings spread out over 150 acres. The Pettey House and the adjacent residences sit on similarly large lots that
slope considerably up from the street. Throughout the Belvin Street district and surrounding streets.
' Handboolc of Texas Online, s.v. "San Marcos de Neve," http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/SS/hvs2l.html
(accessed October 23, 2007).
•* Handboolc of Texas Online, s.v. "San Marcos, TX," http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/SS/hes2.html (accessed
October 23, 2007).
' Historic Resources of San Marcos, Section 8, Page I
* Historic Resources of San Marcos, Section 7, Page 3
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architectural styles vary and include Colonial Revival, Queen Anne, Folk Victorian, Prairie School, and
Neoclassical (see Figures 15 and 16). Although many of the homes are small in scale, the neighborhood feels
grand due to the large lots, mature trees, and the number of generously sized, well-appointed homes.
Pettey Family
Branch Pettey, the son of a doctor, was a farmer from nearby Caldwell County. He also had two children that
lived to adulthood, and he moved his family to San Marcos so his children could attend the Coronal Institute,
which operated in San Marcos from 1868 to 1917.^ In January 1909, Pettey bought the site at 714 Burleson
Street from J.M. Hon. The property is a large lot that was a portion of San Marcos farm lot number 15 originally
of the J.M. Veramendi League number 1.^ Pettey built a large comfortable home high on the bluff side of
Burleson Street on a 1.6-acre lot that slopes up from the street. His widowed mother also lived with the family.
The Pettey home's siting is like that of other properties in the historic neighborhoods of San Marcos, with the
house set back from the street. The massing and style is also similar to many of the nearby historic homes,
grand in scale and detailing. The house's Neoclassical styling presents a simple understated elegance; it also
remains a strong presence on Burleson Street. It should also be noted that the home was built the same year the
C.H. Page & Brother Neoclassical courthouse was completed on the San Marcos square and just a year after the
prominent Neoclassical J.H. Wood House was built at 227 Mitchell, just blocks away.
Neoclassical Style
According to Virginia and Lee McAlester, the Neoclassical style was most common from 1895 to 1950, with
two "principal waves of popularity. The first, from about 1900 to 1920, emphasized hipped roofs and elaborate,
correct columns. The latter phase, from about 1925 to the 1950s, emphasized side-gabled roofs and simple,
slender columns."' Theftill-fa9adeporch variation was particularly popular beginning in 1925, more than 15
years after the Pettey House's completion. Because of the number of Folk Victorian and Queen Anne homes in
the neighborhood, many with two-story porches and elaborate balustrades, the Petteys were likely influenced by
the shape and composition of porches designed in other styles, although the emphasized hipped roof and
elaborate columns are in keeping with the early Neoclassical trends.
Conclusion
The 1909 Pettey House is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places as a good example of
the homes built on the large lots of the early subdivided farm tracts around San Marcos. The Pettey Home
retains a high degree of its historic integrity of association, materials, location, design, workmanship, feeling,
and setting. It is nominated to the National Register of Historic Places at the local level of significance under
Criterion C in the Area of Architecture as an excellent residential expression of the Neoclassical style.
' Handboolc of Texas Online, s.v. "Coronal Institute," http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/CC/kbc42.html (accessed
November 5, 2007).
' John Scott subdivision plat. Hays County Deed, vol. R, pg 255.
' McAlester, Virginia and Lee. A Field Guide to American Houses, pp. 343-344.
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Brake, Alison
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allen, Judy L <ja01@txstate.edu>
Tuesday, March 29, 2022 12:57 PM
Brake, Alison
[EXTERNAL] HPC-22-14

I received the letter concerning the public hearing regarding the property at 714 Burleson on April 7. I live at
724 Burleson. I would like to see the permit information submitted so I can make sure I understand what he is
requesting.
Judy Allen

CAUTION: This email is from an EXTERNAL source. Links or attachments may be dangerous.
Click the Report Phishing button above if you think this email is malicious .
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Brake, Alison
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robin Kelley <rhkchoreo@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:09 PM
Brake, Alison
[EXTERNAL] 714 Burleson St.

Dear Ms. Brake, 3/29/22
We are contacting you concerning the property next door to us. We, Robin and Ken Kelley, live at 702 Burleson St. The
concerning property is owned by John Mark Slack at 714 Burleson St.
He vaguely told us if his plans of property improvements to hopefully be completed by May. We received a letter about
the April 7 HPC meeting concerning one 10 ft long 6 ft high stone wall on the south side of his property in the front of his
home. We don’t know what constitutes approval by your committee but we are concerned about the apparent terraces
being dug out across the entire front yard. And the wide hole.
We feel sure it will look nice when done but we are concerned about the impact these changes could make to the
surrounding properties in the future with regards to water run off etc.
In the approval letter there is no mention of a wall on our side of his home in the front. He told us he would be building
a wall there as well. Maybe his plans have changed but we are a bit confused as to what he will be putting there.
He proposed to us a fabricated stone wall between our properties... stone look only in his side and we would see only a
concrete look backing and steel bars. We told him that was not acceptable to us as it would greatly devalue our
property.
However, when we asked his worker on the backhoe very close to our existing fence what he was digging a deep trench
for, he answered “a retaining wall.” Then he added they would be raising the level of the property up next to ours. We
told him that would kill the big trees to raise it that high and he said “no. These old trees won’t die!” In addition to that
concern we are worried that the deep trench could very possibly have severed the roots to our trees just inside our
fence. Time will tell on that issue.
This trench goes all the way down to our neighbors home and across a major water flow area for excess rain water in
heavy rain situations. Our back area turns into a major fast flowing body of water in heavy rain , coming from his
property and then flowing across the low bridge on SCOTT St.
We are very concerned about the changing of the natural landscape because of the possible negative impact it could
have on all properties surrounding 714 Burleson St.
We would very much like the city to please take a serious look at the blueprints for his entire project. The approval and
permits for all of these ideas are in question by his neighbors. Has he had an Environmental study and or an Impact
Study or any civil engineers look at and approve these changes? We trust that you will pass this on to the proper
committees and experts in these matters. THE CITY NEEDS TO GO TO THE PROPERTY AND INSPECT THE PROJECT ASAP.
Thank you very much,
Robin and Ken Kelley
713 494-7173
Sent from my iPhone
1

Brake, Alison
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Felan <felan.judy@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 30, 2022 11:23 AM
Brake, Alison
[EXTERNAL] Re: Certificate of Appropriateness HPC-22-14

Alison…me again….I did amend my original letter to the commission after seeing your email with the visual
representation and the answers to some of our questions. Thank you for that. Below is the letter we would like
submitted to the commission, Mr. Slack, and all.
Thanks, again
Judy Felan

Greetings Historic Preservation Commission and City Representatives:
We are writing to you in regards to the Certificate of Appropriateness hearing for John Mark Slack at 714 Burleson
Street on Thursday, April 7, 2022. We would like this letter to serve as our input on the request as we will attend the
hearing virtually and not in person.
We reside at 501 Scott Street and are within the 400’ zone for citizen comments and input on the request. We
understand the hearing is in regards to the visual appropriateness of the stone fence and not an actual building permit
for the proposed fence. Please advise us if this is not the case.
In that regard, we do have some questions we would like answered by Mr. Slack or the HPC hearing before we can
make a decision to support his request. Our questions regarding the stone fence are as follows:
1) The letter we received stated the fence will be ten feet long “more or less.” What are the exact dimensions/length of
the fence along the north side of your property, if any.
2) What type of stone will be used? Is it actual stone, or a fabricated stone?
3) Will the adjacent neighbors have the same stone as will be used on the front of the fence visible from their homes in
order to preserve the valuation of their property?
4) Is the 50-100’ trench dug along the north side of the home related to this stone fence? The trench seems indicative
of another fence, wall, or retaining structure to be built. If so, stone fences on two sides of the home would most
certainly impede rain runoff onto neighboring properties. This would be a major concern for us as we are downhill from
your property. Please clarify what the trench will be used for in your final plan.
5) Have you had an environmental impact study or a certified civil engineer review your overall plan to add a stone
fence(s) in order to understand the impact of rain runoff on your home and neighboring properties?
We feel this might be a prudent idea since your property sits at a higher elevation than neighboring homes.
We thank each of you on the commission, the city representatives, and Mr. Slack for your time and efforts in serving as
good stewards of our Historic District. We feel so fortunate to live in this beautiful area. We are hopeful Mr. Slack or
the HPC hearing will answer these remaining questions so we can provide Mr. Slack our support for his request for a
stone fence.
1

With regards,
Judy and Victor Felan
501 Scott Street

CAUTION: This email is from an EXTERNAL source. Links or attachments may be dangerous.
Click the Report Phishing button above if you think this email is malicious .
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APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

1.

Unique concrete street markers located at San Antonio
Street intersections designate the block number and street
name.

2.

The San Antonio Street Historic District has a larger
collection of Craftsman and modern housing styles than
the Belvin Street Historic District.

3.

Many of the yards have a “curb” just inside the sidewalk
which further defines the yard from the parkway.

4.

There have been many alterations to the houses in the San
Antonio Street Historic District.

5.

The density of San Antonio Street is substantially
greater than that of Belvin Street due to the lot size and
development pattern.

materials contribute to the overall scale of the building. The
houses in these districts are one or two stories high and are
considered to be “human” scale.

C.

Rhythm. The rhythm of a street is created by the spacing
between houses, the location and spacing of sidewalks from
the curb to the entrances of the houses, the location and
spacing of the driveway entrances to each property. The
rhythm of the street adds to the visual continuity and estab
lishes the organization and site design guidelines for a
neighborhood.

Section C.3.2.4 Definitions of Historic District
Characteristics
A. Building Form. Building form is primarily dictated by the style
of the building. For example, Queen Anne and Victorian styles
are recognizable by their compositions of multiple shapes
which include bays, dramatic roof lines, dormers and porches.
The Craftsman style is derived from a simplified rectilinear plan.
The Neoclassical building also derived its form from a
rectilinear plan but has a dominant central entry porch with
columns which extend the full height of the building. The Tudor
form is derived by one or more prominent cross rectangles, its
building materials (principally masonry and stone) make it less
compartmentalized with fewer openings.

B.

Scale. The scale of a building is measured as the relationship
of building size to something else, such as a human. Windows,
entrances, porches, bays and the dimension of building

D. Proportion. Proportion is the relationship of the dimensions of
an object to itself, such as height to width. Proportion is
inherent in all aspects of a building form, components and
material. As an example, older homes with higher ceiling
heights have windows that are taller than they are wide. This
proportion is approximately 2 1/2 high to 1 wide. House styles
of the 1960s to 1980s usually have lower ceiling heights so
their windows are shorter and wider.

E.

The Relationship of Materials and Texture. The materials and
texture of each home is representative of the style and period of
construction. The texture of a material can express mass. The
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inherent properties and dimensions of construction materials
like brick and wood boards help in understanding the home’s
size, scale and proportion. Because stucco has no dimension,
it is difficult to measure its relationship to the scale of a
building. Tudor houses, for example are constructed mainly of
brick and stone and because of the size and texture of these
materials, the houses express mass with a rustic appearance.

Section C.3.2.5 Site Development and Orientation
A. The organization pattern established in each Historic District
guides the development and proposed alteration of each site.
Historic neighborhoods were designed to be pedestrian friendly
since walking was a major mode of transportation. Houses
face the street with a logical, visible entrance and a sidewalk
that leads from the street to this entrance. Sidewalks from the
street to the front door help establish rhythm.
B.

F.

There is an established distance from the street to the
house, which is called a setback. This setback reinforces the
importance of the entrance and orientation of the building.
Building beyond this setback would change the visual
continuity established.

Walls of Continuity. The front of each building, its walls, its
porch alignment and even fences help define a “wall” that
establishes a visual pattern along the streetscape. Each
neighborhood has visual continuity, starting at the street which
is basically a straight line of uniform width. A curb runs along
the street defining the green space of the parkway followed by
the sidewalk. Each of these elements work to organize a
neighborhood. These organizational elements along with
orientation and placement of houses on the lot establish the
visual continuity of a neighborhood.
Concrete ribbons leading to garage behind the house (921 W
San Antonio St)

G. Due to the difference in lot size between the Belvin Street and
San Antonio Street Districts, the visual continuity and rhythm
are different. Each neighborhood has its own established
organization which should be respected.
H. As changes are proposed to a site or house, review the lines of
continuity and rhythm established in the neighborhood. Look at
the scale, form and proportions of proposed changes. Will the
proposed project retain and enhance the characteristics or will
it create change?

C:20
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Front yard fence does not obscure the house (730 Belvin St)
C.

Driveway approaches in the front yard lead to garages and
secondary outbuildings, which are located behind the main
house. Contemporary style houses have incorporated their
garage or carports into their house plan, but typically they do
not project beyond the established front wall of the house.
While the construction of new garages and carports is

APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

sometimes necessary, their placement and approach should
respect the original “front line” of the house. This would place
them behind the existing setback. Locating them to the rear of
the property is preferable.
D. Front yards are defined by sidewalks, yard curbs, short walls,
boundary walls made of stone, brick, concrete or concrete
block. These walls are low in profile and do not obscure
the house. Front yard fences are not common in these
neighborhoods, but there is evidence of historic fences in the
Belvin Street Historic District.
E.

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

2.

Retain the orientation of the house to the street. To change
the entrance from the front would alter the pedestrian
approach and rhythm.
Removing or relocating the sidewalk from the street would
break the rhythm of the neighborhood. Broken sidewalks
should be replaced but the location should remain. The
material should match the original or should be compatible
with the house and the surrounding neighborhood.
Materials such as stone, concrete or brick pavers, and
decomposed granite are appropriate replacement materials
and are not as harsh as large expanses of concrete.

Retain orientation of house to street (921 W San Antonio St)
3.

Driveway locations should not be altered if it affects the
rhythm of the street. Materials that might be used for a
driveway are gravel, pea gravel with a brick or metal edge
band, pavers, concrete strips or “ribbons” and asphalt.
Front yard circular drives are not appropriate to the
neighborhood because they encroach on the setback and
break the rhythm on the street.

4.

The style of the house and the surroundings should be
considered when thinking of any type of front yard fence.
For example, an ornate Victorian fence would look out of
place in front of a Craftsman style house.

5.

Review the reason for wanting to install a front yard
fence. Did one exist historically? Houses constructed in
the 1880s had front yard fences to keep livestock from
roaming into the yard. Houses built in the 1920s had no
fences in the front yard, which reflected a “progressive”
movement when fencing laws reduced the chance for
roaming livestock.

6.

Can the fence be installed at or behind the setback line?

Section C.3.2.6 Modern Conveniences and Amenities

Strong pedestrian approach (220 N Johnson Ave)

A. Historic homes offer charm and character not always found in
current residential construction. As families grow and residents
grow older, needs change. Air conditioning is a welcome relief
from the heat and humidity in San Marcos. Additional rooms
and bathrooms may be necessary as children get older. Steps
may become impossible to maneuver with age or a disability.

San Marcos Design Manual
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3.

Avoid installing an inappropriately scaled metal roofing
material on a house that did not have a metal roof
originally. Many of the current metal roofs have an
industrial appearance and should be avoided.

4.

Fabricated metal should not replace other materials such
as wood columns.

5.

Metal windows should not replace wood windows.

6.

Avoid installing decorative metal iron work over windows
that did not include them in the original design.

7.

Avoid installing a pressed metal skirt where one did not
previously exist.

1.

Replace deteriorated stone with stone that matches the
original in color and texture.

2.

If a wall has deteriorated or is missing mortar it should
be replaced with mortar of the same composition as the
original in composition and color. Portland cement, or
masons mortar is too hard and will cause the stone to
deteriorate and crumble.

3.

It is not recommended that stone be added to the
foundation or face of a house because this changes the
original integrity of the house.

4.

Retain stone walls and drainage beds.

5.

Use stone as a site design material such as walks, walls
and planter beds.

One of many standing seam metal roofs in San Marcos (221
Johnson Ave)

Section C.3.4.3 Stone
A. Stone is used most commonly in the two historic residential
districts of San Marcos as a material for foundations and
retaining walls. The stone was cut from locally quarried
limestone block and was used in conjunction with a soft, lime
mortar because of its natural softness. Field stone or rubble
stone (stone not cut into a rectangular shape) was used in the
construction of walls or curbs in front of houses. This stone,
even though a harder consistency, was held together with a
lime mortar. Similar stone was also used in the drainage beds
of the water runoff systems in the area. Stone was not used as
a veneer material or skin of the houses in the Belvin Street or
San Antonio Street Historical Districts. However, several newer
houses in the San Antonio Street Historical District are clad in
various types and patterns of stone. In these two districts, only
one historic home still in existence, had been constructed with
stone as the primary exterior material.
B.

The following guidelines are recommended:

Historic application with stone exterior (809 Belvin St)

Section C.3.4.4 Stucco
A. Stucco, also called cement plaster, is a hardened cementitious
paste which is applied over a wire mesh or lath. It creates an
exterior wall surface which can be made smooth or can have a
sculpted texture. Stucco has no dimension or shape of its own
but can be used to form many shapes.
B.

The historic districts of San Marcos have only a few stucco
houses. This would have been a building material of the
1920’s and 1930’s and appears on Tudor style houses and as
detail treatment on a few other examples. Small cracks are an

San Marcos Design Manual
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building site
that are important in defining its overall historic character. Site
features may include walls, fences, or steps; circulation systems,
such as walks, paths or roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs,
grass, orchards, hedges, windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such
as hills, terracing, or berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as
light posts or benches; decorative elements, such as sculpture,
statuary, or monuments; water features, including fountains,
streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation ditches; and subsurface arche
ological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds which are also important to the site.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing buildings and their features
or site features which are important in defining the overall historic
character of the property so that, as a result, the character is dimin
ished.

[42] This garden is an
important characterdefining landscape
feature on this college
campus.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape.
Removing or relocating buildings on a site or in a complex of related
historic structures (such as a mill complex or farm), thereby dimin
ishing the historic character of the site or complex.
Moving buildings onto the site, thereby creating an inaccurate his
toric appearance.
Changing the grade level of the site if it diminishes its historic
character. For example, lowering the grade adjacent to a building
to maximize use of a basement, which would change the historic
appearance of the building and its relation to the site.
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BUILDING SITE

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features by provid
ing proper drainage to ensure that water does not erode founda
tion walls, drain toward the building, or damage or erode the
landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings
and site features are damaged or destroyed; or, alternatively, chang
ing the site grading so that water does not drain properly.

Correcting any existing irrigation that may be wetting the build
ing excessively.

Neglecting to correct any existing irrigation that may be wetting the
building excessively.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Surveying and documenting areas where the terrain will be
altered to determine the potential impact to important landscape
features, archeological resources, other cultural or religious fea
tures, or burial grounds.

Failing to survey the building site prior to beginning work, which
may result in damage or loss of important landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds.

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Leaving known site features or archeological material unprotected so
that it is damaged during rehabilitation work.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before
rehabilitation begins, using professional archeologists and meth
ods, when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material

Preserving important landscape features through regularly-sched
uled maintenance of historic plant material.

Allowing important landscape features or archeological resources to
be lost, damaged, or to deteriorate due to inadequate protection or
lack of maintenance

Protecting the building site and landscape features against arson
and vandalism before rehabilitation work begins by erecting tem
porary fencing and by installing alarm systems keyed into local
protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds can be damaged or destroyed.
Removing or destroying features from the site, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a build- Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building
site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration
ing site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the his
possible.
toric character of the site.
Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings
and landscape features on the site through appropriate grounds
and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials and features from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the site
results.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when working on the Failing to protect building and landscape features during work on
site.
the site or failing to repair damaged or deteriorated site features.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to site features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
the site.

Repairing historic site features which have been damaged, are
deteriorated, or have missing components order reestablish the
whole feature and to ensure retention of the integrity of the
historic materials. Repairs may include limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing parts of site features when there are
surviving prototypes, such as paving, railings, or individual plants
within a group (e.g., a hedge). Repairs should be physically and
visually compatible.

Removing materials and features that could be repaired or using
improper repair techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the site (such as a fence, walkway, or
drive) when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

[43] The industrial
character of the site
was retained when
this brewery complex
was rehabilitated for
residential use.

[44] Not Recommended: (a-b) The historic character of this plantation house
(marked in blue on plan on opposite page) and its site was diminished and
adversely impacted when multiple new buildings like this (#3 on plan) were
constructed on the property (c).
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire feature of the site that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature.
Examples could include a walkway or a fountain, a land form, or
plant material. If using the same kind of material is not feasible,
then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a character-defining feature of the site that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that does
not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving site feature or that is physi
cally or ecologically incompatible.
Adding conjectural landscape features to the site (such as period
reproduction light fixtures, fences, fountains, or vegetation) that are
historically inappropriate, thereby creating an inaccurate appearance
of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature on a site when the historic feature is completely missing. This could include missing
outbuildings, terraces, drives, foundation plantings, specimen
trees, and gardens. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently on
the site. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with the
historic character of the building and site.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently on the site.
Introducing a new feature, including plant material, that is visually
incompatible with the site or that alters or destroys the historic site
patterns or use.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use

[45] Undertaking a
survey to document
archeological resources
may be considered in
some rehabilitation
projects when a new
exterior addition is
planned.
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BUILDING SITE

Designing new onsite features (such as parking areas, access
ramps, or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they
are as unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationship
between the building or buildings and the landscape, and are
compatible with the historic character of the property.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the building
site if landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the site and preserves the historic relationship between the
building or buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction on the building site which is visu
ally incompatible in terms of size, scale, design, material, or color,
which destroys historic relationships on the site, or which damages or destroys important landscape features, such as replacing a
lawn with paved parking areas or removing mature trees to widen a
driveway.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or site features
which detract from the historic character of the site.

Removing a historic building in a complex of buildings or removing a
building feature or a landscape feature which is important in defin
ing the historic character of the site.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use
of the site where it will not cause damage to historic buildings.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use of
the site where it will damage historic buildings.

REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape
features that are important in defining the overall historic
character of the setting. Such features can include circulation
systems, such as roads and streets; furnishings and fixtures,
such as light posts or benches; vegetation, gardens and yards;
adjacent open space, such as fields, parks, commons, or wood
lands; and important views or visual relationships.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing those building and landscape
features in the setting which are important in defining the historic
character so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

[46] The varied size, shapes, and architectural styles of these historic
buildings are unique to this street in Christiansted, St. Croix, USVI, and
should be retained in a rehabilitation project.
[47] Original paving stones contribute to the character of the historic
setting and distinguish this block from other streets in the district.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting. For example, preserving the
relationship between a town common or urban plaza and the
adjacent houses, municipal buildings, roads, and landscape and
streetscape features.

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape fea
tures in the setting by widening existing streets, changing landscape
materials, or locating new streets or parking areas where they may
negatively impact the historic character of the setting.
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape in the setting.

[48] Old police and fire call boxes,
which are distinctive features in this
historic district, have been retained,
and now showcase work by local
artists.
[49] Low stone walls are characterdefining features in this hilly,
early-20th-century residential
neighborhood.
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining historic features in the setting
through regularly-scheduled maintenance and grounds and landscape management.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of buildings and landscape features
results.
Stripping or removing historic features from buildings or the setting,
such as a porch, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the
setting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when undertaking
work in the setting.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features during work in
the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance,
such as repairs to materials and features in the setting, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features in the setting.

Repairing features in the setting by reinforcing the historic
materials. Repairs may include the replacement in kind or with a
compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing parts of setting features when there are surviving pro
totypes, such as fencing, paving materials, trees, and hedgerows.
Repairs should be physically and visually compatible.

Failing to repair and reinforce damaged or deteriorated historic
materials and features in the setting.
Removing material that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape in the
setting when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Replacing in kind an entire building or landscape feature in
the setting that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form
and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a
model to reproduce the feature. If using the same kind of mate
rial is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing a character-defining feature of the building or landscape
from the setting that is unrepairable and not replacing it or replac
ing it with a new feature that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving building or landscape feature
in the setting or that is physically or ecologically incompatible.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature of the building or land
scape in the setting when the historic feature is completely
missing. This could include missing steps, streetlights, terraces,
trees, and fences. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently in
the setting. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with
the historic character of the setting.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation; is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently in the setting.
Introducing a new building or landscape feature that is visually or
otherwise incompatible with the setting’s historic character (e.g.,
replacing low metal fencing with a high wood fence).

Alterations and Additions for a New Use

146

Designing new features (such as parking areas, access ramps,
or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they are as
unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationships between
buildings and the landscape in the setting, and are compatible
with the historic character of the setting.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the setting if
landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the setting that preserve the historic relationship between the
buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction into historic districts which is visually
incompatible or that destroys historic relationships within the set
ting, or which damages or destroys important landscape features.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or landscape fea
tures which detract from the historic character of the setting.

Removing a historic building, a building feature, or landscape
feature which is important in defining the historic character of the
setting.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Summary
Request:
Applicant:

Replacement of the asbestos shingle roofing material with metal shingles.
Rob Baxter
Property Owner:
Same
P.O. Box 225
Driftwood, TX 78619

Notification
Personal Mailing:
Response:

April 22, 2022
Posted Notice:
None as of the date of this report

April 22, 2022

Property Description
Address:
Location:
Historic District:
Date Constructed:
National Register of
Historic Places:
Building Description:

608 West Hopkins Street (See: Aerial Map)
South of Blanco Street
Hopkins Street
Contributing Structure
Yes
Ca. 1930
My Historic SMTX
Medium
Resources Survey:
Not Listed
Recorded Texas Historic No
Landmark:
One-story, 1,829 square foot single-family residential home

My Historic SMTX Historic Resources Survey Summary
Low
X Medium

High

Medium priority properties are those that could be contributing to an eligible National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) or local historic district. These resources may also have significant associations but are generally more
common examples of types or styles or have experienced some alterations.
The database states the Minimal Traditional home appears to date to ca. 1930. It notes the cross-gabled roof with no
eave overhang, brick cladding, 1/1-light wood windows, the inset porch, and classical door surround. The database
states there were possible renovations around 1935-40, which appears to have included a renovation of the porch.
Based on Sanborn maps, there is a house with same footprint is on site by 1930 with a larger porch. By 1944, the
house has the existing footprint with a smaller porch. (See: Historic Resources Survey Inventory Table; Sanborn

Maps 1930 & 1944)

1

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Current Request
The applicant is proposing to replace the existing asbestos shingles with a metal shingle roofing material
called DECRA Tile, in the color ‘Chestnut’. The applicant would like the longevity a metal roof has to offer
and has chosen a shingle to mirror the look of the existing roof. While there is no date regarding the roof, it
could be original to the home.
Please refer to attached documents for the following from the applicant: current roof exhibit, proposed new
roof exhibit, and the manufacturer’s product specification sheet.
My Historic SMTX Photograph

Staff Evaluation
No Affect
N/A
No
See Analysis Below

Criteria for Approval (Sec.2.5.5.4)
Consideration of the effect of the activity on historical, architectural, or cultural
character of the Historic District or Historic Landmark
Approval of the request would not affect the activity noted above.
For Historic Districts, compliance with the Historic District regulations
Whether the property owner would suffer extreme hardship, not including loss
of profit, unless the certificate of appropriateness is issued
The property owner will not suffer an extreme hardship.
The construction and repair standard and guidelines cited in Section 4.5.2.1

2

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with adjacent buildings.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
N/A
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
N/A
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
N/A
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
N/A
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
N/A
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
Metal roofing material is common in the historic districts. While it is
a different type of metal roof that what is seen traditionally, the
applicant has purposefully chosen an alternative material, a metal
shingle product, that looks very similar to the existing asbestos
shingle.
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
The shape of the roof will remain the same.

3

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
N/A
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
N/A
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Sections C.3.3.6 and C.3.4.2, Historic District Design
Guidelines, Appendix C, San Marcos Design Manual

4

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The property will continue to be used as a single-family
residence.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
be avoided.
X
The asbestos shingles are not identified as a distinctive material.
The applicant has purposefully chosen an alternative material, a
metal shingle product, that looks very similar to the existing
asbestos shingle.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
X
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
The proposed metal shingles are an alternative material that
look very similar to the existing roofing material helping to retain
the historic integrity of the home.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
their own right will be retained and preserved.
The asbestos shingles could be original to the property – there is
no history available on any re-roofing projects. The proposed
X
metal shingles are an alternative material that look very similar
to the existing roofing material helping to retain the historic
integrity of the home by allowing the homeowner to replace the
roof with a longer lasting material.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
The asbestos shingles are not identified as a distinctive material.
The applicant has purposefully chosen an alternative material, a
X
metal shingle product, that looks very similar to the existing
asbestos shingle.

5

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-15 (608 West Hopkins Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
X
documentary and physical evidence.
Metal roofing material is common in the historic districts. While
it is a different type of metal roof that what is seen traditionally,
the applicant has purposefully chosen an alternative material, a
metal shingle product, that looks very similar to the existing
asbestos shingle.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
N/A
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
N/A
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
X
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
The applicant has purposefully chosen an alternative material, a
metal shingle product, that looks very similar to the existing
asbestos shingle.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
N/A
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
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Select a Product
DECRA Villa Tile

Amalfi Sand

Capri Clay

Pompeii Ash

Rustico Clay

Tuscan Sun

Venetian Gold

Chestnut

Garnet

DECRA Tile

Charcoal

DECRA Tile
Beauty and Style of Mediterranean Tile
Scallop-style DECRA Tile provides the classic look
of Mediterranean tile without the shortcomings of
conventional clay or concrete tiles.
Conventional tiles fracture easily and over time can
absorb up to 15% of their weight in moisture, adding
unnecessary weight and stress on the roof’s supporting
structure. Hail, storm debris, and even walking can
cause damage to traditional clay tile roofs.
DECRA Tile blends the strength and durability of
stone-coated steel with the essential scalloped beauty
of Mediterranean tile to elegantly stand up to hail, rain,
fire, storm debris, and even hurricane-force winds.

Strength Against the Elements

Wind

Up to
120 mph

Snow & Ice

Freeze & Thaw
Resistant

Hail

Fire

Class 4
Impact Resistant

Weight

1.4-1.6 pounds/
square foot

Class A Rated
Material

Warranty

Lifetime Limited
Warranty

All DECRA roofs are backed by
a Lifetime Limited Warranty,
covering 120 mph winds and hail
up to 2.5 inches in diameter.

Get a free sample at DECRA.COM

DECRA Tile Specs
Product Size: 16-1/2" x 52"
Installed Exposure: 14-1/2" x 50"
Panels per Square: 20 per 100 sq. ft.
Panels per Pallet: 350
Squares per Pallet: 17.5
Pallet Weight: 2,121 lbs.
Installed Weight: 150 lbs. per 100 sq. ft.
Installation Method: Installed over battens

DECRA TILE Charcoal

DECRA TILE Chestnut

DECRA TILE Garnet

DECRA TILE Granite Grey

DECRA TILE Shadowood

DECRA TILE Terracotta

DECRA TILE Tuscan Sun

DECRA TILE Weathered Timber

©2020 DECRA Roofing Systems, Inc.
*DECRA Lifetime Limited Warranty is only applicable to single family
detached residential property in the U.S. & Canada.

877-463-3272 | DECRA.COM

APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

Section C.3.3.6 Roof Form and Details
A. Roof forms and materials are an important feature in defining
the character of the house and neighborhood. House styles
and periods of construction influence the form of the roof. The
simple gable roof form is found on Folk Victorian, Craftsman
and contemporary styles such as Ranch. More complicated
roof structures include a combination of hip, gable, dormers,
turrets, towers and are found on Victorian style houses.
B.

The shape and slope of a roof has a significant impact on how
the building addresses the street. A gable roof which faces the
street has a stronger presence and is more inviting than a gable
roof that runs parallel to the street. In the case of the latter, the
roof is sloping away from the viewer. The amount of slope, also
known as the roof pitch, reflects the style of the house. Steep
pitches are found on Victorian and Tudor styles, while lower
pitched roofs are found on Ranch and Craftsman style houses.

C.

Roofs are the one part of a house, which may need to be
replaced rather than repaired. Roof repairs are often temporary
and a new roof will be necessary at some point in the future. A
roof leak may actually be a “flashing” leak around a chimney or
vent pipe. Flashing is usually a metal material intended to seal
the joint where the roof might have openings, such as vents,
or connections to another part of the roof such as a dormer.
For historical accuracy, replace the deteriorated roofing with a
material that matches the original in composition and profile.
A non-original roof that does not leak is better than an original
roof that does. However, select an alternative that closely
resembles the type of roof that might have been on another
house constructed during a similar time period. In San Marcos
it is not uncommon for one house to have multiple roofing
materials. As roofing materials have deteriorated, they have
been replaced with alternative materials. A house may have a
standing seam roof on one portion and composition shingle on
another.

but they help to provide visual continuity to the neighborhood
and scale to the roof.
E.

A variety of roofing materials have been installed in San
Marcos. Composition shingle is the most common, economical
roofing material. There are a variety of metal roofing materials
installed, including historic standing seam metal to prefurnished corrugated metal sheets. Clay tile is a character
and style defining material with only one example in the Belvin
Street Historical District. Several houses are covered with
asbestos shingles or tiles which are no longer manufactured.
These shingles have a distinctive dimension and profile and
should be retained if possible. If replacement is necessary,
there are composition shingles and concrete tile which closely
replicate the asbestos material in pattern and profile. Another
consideration might be to reinstall unbroken shingles to the roof
which faces the street and install a composition roof of similar
color to the less visible portions of the house. While asbestos
shingles do not pose an environmental or health threat while
used as a roof material, their disposal will be subject to special
consideration. Check with local authorities for proper disposal
sites.

F.

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

Maintenance of the roof and flashing is important. In the
event replacement is necessary, select a roofing material
that is compatible to the design of the house.

2.

Maintain the original details of a house and avoid adding
details that did not exist originally.

3.

If attic space is converted to living space, retain the
original roof pitch when adding dormers and roof additions
to avoid a “pop-up” appearance.

4.

Maintain the flashing where the roof meets the wall.

D. Roof details vary from style to architectural style. Truly ornate
details, such as consoles and dentils appear at the roof line
of some Neoclassical and Victorian examples while very few
roof detail appears on modest Victorian and Tudor styles. The
one feature which appears on houses of all historic styles is
the dormer. Dormers appear in different sizes, shapes and
materials. Some have windows while others have attic vents

San Marcos Design Manual
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remove some stains. Consult a knowledgeable contractor
or the Texas Historical Commission for more information.
6.

Avoid installing brick or block where these materials were
not originally used.

7.

Avoid installing brick on the walls of a house that originally
had wood siding. To install brick over wood siding
changes the character of the house and can destroy the
wood beneath.

Brick with stone accents (727 W Hopkins Street)

Brick used in sidewalk (716 Belvin St)

Rough faced concrete block (1024 W San Antonio St)
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Section C.3.4.2 Metal
A. The primary use of metal on historic residential homes in San
Marcos was as a roofing or roof related decoration such as
cresting and weathervanes. Standing seam metal roofing,
which is found on many houses in South Texas, is evident in
the historic areas of San Marcos. This type of metal roof was
well adapted to odd shapes or projections. Historically, metal
roofs were made by folding metal sheets together creating a
vertical “seam”. The pans were formed from Galvanized steel
sheets in a sheet metal shop and could be designed to fit roofs
such as turrets. The roofer turned the seams over and the
seams were then soldered to form a watertight barrier.
B.

Pressed metal shingles were manufactured and installed as
a roofing material in the late 1800s, and are seen on several
residential buildings. These materials were also formed from
galvanized steel and were premanufactured in St. Louis,
Kansas City, and other large industrial areas. Pressed metal has
been installed as a skirting material on some houses, but was
probably not an original material.

C.

Corrugated metal roofs were also commonly used in Texas.
As in standing seam roofs their limitation was due to the fact
that lengths were limited to 8 feet which caused numerous end
laps, and on larger houses increased chances of roof leaks.
Corrugated roofing is found on houses, garages, barns, and
other outbuildings. Newer sheet metal profiles such as “V”
crimp and pre-finished metal standing seam have been added
to older houses as repairs are made.

D. Ornamental iron, although used during the period on
commercial structures, was not commonly used for residential
construction. Cast iron is not evident in the San Marcos
Historic Districts.
E.

Metal windows were used in residential applications in the
1930s, and are evident on a few houses in the historic districts.

F.

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

Replace deteriorated metal with new primed or prefinished metal of the same or compatible material. Pressed
metal shingles are still manufactured and can be replaced
in localized areas as needed.

2.

Re-install decorative roof details, such as cresting, when
replacing the primary roofing material.

APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

3.

Avoid installing an inappropriately scaled metal roofing
material on a house that did not have a metal roof
originally. Many of the current metal roofs have an
industrial appearance and should be avoided.

4.

Fabricated metal should not replace other materials such
as wood columns.

5.

Metal windows should not replace wood windows.

6.

Avoid installing decorative metal iron work over windows
that did not include them in the original design.

7.

Avoid installing a pressed metal skirt where one did not
previously exist.

1.

Replace deteriorated stone with stone that matches the
original in color and texture.

2.

If a wall has deteriorated or is missing mortar it should
be replaced with mortar of the same composition as the
original in composition and color. Portland cement, or
masons mortar is too hard and will cause the stone to
deteriorate and crumble.

3.

It is not recommended that stone be added to the
foundation or face of a house because this changes the
original integrity of the house.

4.

Retain stone walls and drainage beds.

5.

Use stone as a site design material such as walks, walls
and planter beds.

One of many standing seam metal roofs in San Marcos (221
Johnson Ave)

Section C.3.4.3 Stone
A. Stone is used most commonly in the two historic residential
districts of San Marcos as a material for foundations and
retaining walls. The stone was cut from locally quarried
limestone block and was used in conjunction with a soft, lime
mortar because of its natural softness. Field stone or rubble
stone (stone not cut into a rectangular shape) was used in the
construction of walls or curbs in front of houses. This stone,
even though a harder consistency, was held together with a
lime mortar. Similar stone was also used in the drainage beds
of the water runoff systems in the area. Stone was not used as
a veneer material or skin of the houses in the Belvin Street or
San Antonio Street Historical Districts. However, several newer
houses in the San Antonio Street Historical District are clad in
various types and patterns of stone. In these two districts, only
one historic home still in existence, had been constructed with
stone as the primary exterior material.
B.

The following guidelines are recommended:

Historic application with stone exterior (809 Belvin St)

Section C.3.4.4 Stucco
A. Stucco, also called cement plaster, is a hardened cementitious
paste which is applied over a wire mesh or lath. It creates an
exterior wall surface which can be made smooth or can have a
sculpted texture. Stucco has no dimension or shape of its own
but can be used to form many shapes.
B.

The historic districts of San Marcos have only a few stucco
houses. This would have been a building material of the
1920’s and 1930’s and appears on Tudor style houses and as
detail treatment on a few other examples. Small cracks are an
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Summary
Request:
Applicant:

Addition of a metal handrail along the front steps and metal gutters
Anne Halsey & Jeff
Property Owner:
Same
Helgeson
1236 Belvin Street
San Marcos, TX 78666

Notification
Personal Mailing:
Response:

April 22, 2022
Posted Notice:
None as of the date of this report

April 22, 2022

Property Description
Address:
Location:
Historic District:
Date Constructed:
National Register of
Historic Places:
Building Description:

1236 Belvin Street (See: Aerial Map)
North of the intersection with Bishop Street
Belvin Street
Contributing Structure
1891-92
My Historic SMTX
Resources Survey:
Not Listed
Recorded Texas Historic
Landmark:

Yes
High

Yes; James Lafayette and
Eliza Pitts Malone House;
listed 1996
Two-story, 2,555 square foot single-family residential home

My Historic SMTX Historic Resources Survey Summary
Low
Medium

X High

High priority properties are those resources which have retained integrity, are significant or rare examples of a
particular type or style, and/or have significant associations with the community. Typically, high priority properties are
recommended as National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or local landmark eligible either individually or as part of
a potential historic district based on the results of research and survey efforts.
The database states the property is an L-shaped Folk Victorian residence built in 1891-92 for James and Eliza Malone,
early pioneers of the Stringtown area. The RTHL marker text states the house was modified to a Classical Revival style
in 1926 but was renovated back to earlier appearance in 1996. The database notes that it was sold out of the Malone
family in 1906. The home boasts wood siding, 2/2-light wood windows, jigsawn brackets and vergeboard (a board,
often decorated with carved ornaments, placed along the gable end of a roof). In addition, there is a two-story porch
and small balconies at the front windows. (See: Historic Resources Survey Inventory Form)

1

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Current Request
The applicant is proposing to install a metal handrail to the steps leading up to the front porch along with
metal gutters to allow for better drainage off the roof. The gutters and handrail will be painted to blend in
with the home’s exterior. The applicant provided images of homes with handrails and gutters in the Belvin
Street Historic District as well as a couple in other historic districts; attached.
My Historic SMTX Photograph

Staff Evaluation
No Affect
N/A
No
See Analysis Below

Criteria for Approval (Sec.2.5.5.4)
Consideration of the effect of the activity on historical, architectural, or cultural
character of the Historic District or Historic Landmark
Approval of the request would not affect the activity noted above.
For Historic Districts, compliance with the Historic District regulations
Whether the property owner would suffer extreme hardship, not including loss
of profit, unless the certificate of appropriateness is issued
The property owner will not suffer an extreme hardship.
The construction and repair standard and guidelines cited in Section 4.5.2.1

2

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
N/A
compatible with adjacent buildings.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
N/A
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
N/A
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
N/A
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
X
related.
Addition of the metal handrail and metal gutters will not impair the
rhythm of the open space between on the property.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
X
related.
Addition of the metal handrail will not impair the porch projection.
Many homes in the historic districts include thin metal handrails to
assist people going up or coming down the steps of a front porch.
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
Many homes in the historic districts include thin metal handrails to
assist people going up or coming down the steps of a front porch.
Additionally, many homes in the historic districts include gutters, a
modern amenity. The applicant plans to paint both to blend with the
home’s exterior.
3

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I)(1))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
X
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The shape of the roof will remain the same.
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
N/A
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
N/A
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Sections C.1.2.4, C.1.2.6, C.3.2.6, C.3.3.2, and C.3.4.2,
Historic District Design Guidelines, Appendix C, San Marcos Design
Manual
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HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The property will continue to be used as a single-family
residential home.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
X
be avoided.
The applicant is proposing to paint both the handrail and gutters
to blend with the home’s exterior which aids in retaining the
historic character of the property.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
X
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
The applicant is proposing to paint both the handrail and gutters
to blend with the home’s exterior which aids in retaining the
historic character of the property.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
N/A
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
X
Blending the handrail and gutters with the home’s exterior will
allow distinctive materials to be seen and preserved while
allowing the addition of modern amenities.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
N/A
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
N/A
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
N/A
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
5
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HPC-22-16 (1236 Belvin Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
X
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
The applicant is proposing to paint both the handrail and gutters
to blend with the home’s exterior which aids in retaining the
historic character of the property.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
X
environment would be unimpaired.
Both could be removed in the future without impairing the
historic integrity of the property.
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046
County: Hays

Local Id: R97292
City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 1236

Street Name: BELVIN ST

Block: 2

SECTION 1

Basic Inventory Information
Current Name:
Historic Name:

James Lafayette and Eliza Pitts Malone House
Name: HELGESON JEFFREY & ANNE

Owner Information
Address:

City: SAN MARCOS

1236 BELVIN ST

Geographic Location

Latitude:

Legal Description (Lot\Block):

State: TX

Longitude:

29.875571

Zip: 78666
Parcel Id

-97.955699

GAWLIK, LOT 2, ACRES 1.3557

Addition/Subdivision:
Property Type:

Year:
Listed NR Distrct Name: Belvin Street Local Historic District

Building

Current Designations:
NHL

NR

Architect:

NR District

RTHL

OTHM

HTC

SAL

Local

Other

Is property contributing?

Builder

Unknown

Contruction Date:

Phase 2

Source

1891-92

Recorded By: Elizabeth Porterfield/Hicks & Company

OTHM/RTHL

Date Recorded: 2/1/2019

Function
Current: Domestic
Historic:

Domestic

SECTION 2
Architectural Description
L-shaped Folk Victorian residence built in 1891-92 for James and Eliza Malone; per OTHM, house was modified to a Classical Revival
style in 1926 but was renovated back to earlier appearance in 1996; wood siding, 2/2-light wood windows, jigsawn brackets and
vergeboard; two-story porch and small balconies at front windows; Malones were early pioneer family of Stringtown area; house sold
out of Malone family in 1906; RTHL
Additions, modifcations

Explain:

Relocated

Explain:

Two-story shed-roof rear addition (of historic age)
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TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Historic Resources Survey Form

Project #: 00046

Local Id: R97292

County: Hays

City: SAN MARCOS

Address No: 1236

Street Name: BELVIN ST

Block: 2

Stylistic Influence
Folk Victorian

Structural Details
Roof Form

Plan

Cross-Gabled

L-Plan

Roof Materials

Chimneys

Composition Shingles

Wall Materials

Porches/Canopies

Wood Siding

FORM

Windows

SUPPORT

Wood

Shed Roof, Two-story
Wood posts (plain), Jigsawn trim, Brackets

MATERIAL

Doors (Primary Entrance)

Landscape Features

Single

Large lot and setback

ANCILLARY BUILDINGS:
Garage:

Barn:

SECTION 3

Shed:

Other: Rear outbuilding

Historical Information

Associated Historical Context
Architecture, Community Development
Applicable National Register (NR) Criteria:

A

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history

B

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past

C

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction or represents the work of a
master, or possesses high artistic value, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
lack individual distinctions

D

Has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory of history

Areas of Significance:
Architecture/Comm. Dev. as significant style/early residence in neighborhood; associated with pioneering Malone family
Periods of Significance:
ca. 1891-1975
Levels of Significance:

National

State

Local

Integrity:

Design

Materials

Workmanship

Location

Setting

Feeling

Association

Integrity Notes:
Individually Eligible? Yes

Within Potential NR District?: Yes

Is Property Contributing?:

Potential NR District Name: Belvin Street Historic District
Priority High

Explain: OTHM/RTHL; contributing to Belvin St. LHD

Other Information
Is prior documentation available for this resource?
Documentation Details:
OTHM/RTHL

Yes

Type

HABS

Survey

Other

HPC-22-16 Photographic Examples of Handrails & Gutters
(Submitted by applicant)

S

832 Belvin Street

1002 Belvin Street

802 Belvin Street

730 Belvin Street

727 Belvin Street

819 Belvin Street

833 Belvin Street

227 North Mitchell Avenue
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Section C.1.2.3 Residential Buildings
A. Porches are frequently the most modified portion of a house.
Returning a porch to its original design, when possible,
will make a positive visual impact to the house and the
neighborhood.
B.

If a porch has been lowered, consider raising it to its original
level.

C.

If the original columns have been replaced with another
material and design, consider replacing the columns with
columns which are compatible with the original design and
material.

6.

Utilize floor heights common to adjacent buildings.
Maintain the horizontal continuity of the elevations in
commercial buildings.

7.

Roof forms and roof lines or cornices should be consistent
in shape and detail.

8.

Maintain the solid-to-void pattern established in the
window openings and follow the proportions established
in these openings.

9.

Materials used in the construction of new buildings should
reflect the period in which they are built but should respect
the established scale of adjacent buildings.

D. If porches have been closed to provide additional space in the
house, look for other locations for this space when remodeling.

10. Construct garages and carports to the rear of the property,
behind the face of the house.

E.

If porches have been removed, consider reconstructing them.

11. Orient garage doors away from the street when possible.

F.

Synthetic siding which has been applied over the original siding
changes the character of the house. Consider removing the
synthetic siding and restoring the original detail of the house.

12. Consider the density of a neighborhood when constructing
new buildings on vacant or subdivided lots.
13. Maintain the orientation of building entrances on a street.

G. When windows have been removed and placed with windows
of a different material and proportion, consider replacing them
with windows to match the original.

14. Construct additions to existing buildings that do not
overpower the original building.
15. Seek guidance and assistance early in a project. Look at
options that will enhance the historic district and satisfy
your needs.

Section C.1.2.4 New Construction in Historic Districts
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

As opportunities arise, new construction will take place
in historic districts and this is to be encouraged in
order to maintain a viable living community. However,
new construction should follow the characteristics and
guidelines outlined in this document.
Respect and maintain the overall height of buildings in the
immediate vicinity.
Maintain the building relationship to the street. Set the new
building back a distance equal to that of the surrounding
structures and orient the new building in the same way.
Maintain the established rhythm of the structural piers
in the surrounding buildings, consider a similar rhythm,
structural bay or width.
Respect the overall proportion and form. Maintain the
width to height relationship.

16. Avoid creating a false history when constructing new
buildings. New buildings are new buildings and should not
be confused with historic structures.

Section C.1.2.5 Priority Planning - Renovation Guidelines
A. Evaluate the existing structure to establish the most important
work to be completed.
B.

What may be the most visible to the eye may not be the most
important to the life of the building. For example, a new coat of
paint for the front of the building will not do much to extend the
life of the building if the roof is leaking badly.

C.

Identify the “character defining” features of the building and
relate their importance to the character of the street as well as
the building itself.

San Marcos Design Manual
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D. Retain as much of the original building material and detailing as
possible.
E.

If the original feature is beyond repair, replace the original with
new material to match the original in dimension and profile.

F.

Determine the overall quantity of material to be repaired or
replaced and plan to repair only that material. If one window
is beyond repair there is no need to replace all windows in the
building.

G. Add up the overall cost to determine whether it is within your
budget. If not, revisit the priorities.
H. If compromises must be made with regard to budget and
existing conditions, focus on what will extend the life of the
building and what is most visible from the street and has the
most impact on the overall streetscape.
I.

Limited financial assistance may also be available through loan
programs.

Section C.1.2.6 Maintenance
A. A building requires care, maintenance and cleaning.
B.

It costs less to repair and maintain than to replace or rebuild
damaged areas.

C.

Clean the building gently. Never sandblast an old building. Soap
and water can do a lot.

D. Clean roof drains of trash and leaves. Check for good drainage.
E.

Check the roof for leaks and patch them immediately. Leaks
commonly occur where the roof and wall meet and where
pipes punch through the roof.

F.

Check down spouts and make sure rain water runs away from
the building.

G. Wash windows and repair any damaged wood or glass.
H. Check for loose glass and re-putty as necessary and paint.
I.

Check canopy and awning attachments and anchors. Replace
worn or damaged materials.

J.

Repaint to protect wood and metal from deterioration.

K.

Keep signs freshly painted and securely anchored.

C:4
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Section 1.1.1.1 Resources
The following agencies and associations are helpful resources
for technical assistance and guidance in the rehabilitation of old
buildings.
Historic Preservation Liaison
Planning and Development Services
City of San Marcos
630 East Hopkins
San Marcos, Texas 78666
512.393.8230
www.sanmarcostx.gov/historicpreservation
The Texas Historical Commission
Division of Architecture
P.O. Box 12276
Austin, Texas 78711-2276
512.463.6268
www.thc.texas.gov
The National Trust for Historic Preservation
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202.588.6054
savingplaces.org
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sometimes necessary, their placement and approach should
respect the original “front line” of the house. This would place
them behind the existing setback. Locating them to the rear of
the property is preferable.
D. Front yards are defined by sidewalks, yard curbs, short walls,
boundary walls made of stone, brick, concrete or concrete
block. These walls are low in profile and do not obscure
the house. Front yard fences are not common in these
neighborhoods, but there is evidence of historic fences in the
Belvin Street Historic District.
E.

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

2.

Retain the orientation of the house to the street. To change
the entrance from the front would alter the pedestrian
approach and rhythm.
Removing or relocating the sidewalk from the street would
break the rhythm of the neighborhood. Broken sidewalks
should be replaced but the location should remain. The
material should match the original or should be compatible
with the house and the surrounding neighborhood.
Materials such as stone, concrete or brick pavers, and
decomposed granite are appropriate replacement materials
and are not as harsh as large expanses of concrete.

Retain orientation of house to street (921 W San Antonio St)
3.

Driveway locations should not be altered if it affects the
rhythm of the street. Materials that might be used for a
driveway are gravel, pea gravel with a brick or metal edge
band, pavers, concrete strips or “ribbons” and asphalt.
Front yard circular drives are not appropriate to the
neighborhood because they encroach on the setback and
break the rhythm on the street.

4.

The style of the house and the surroundings should be
considered when thinking of any type of front yard fence.
For example, an ornate Victorian fence would look out of
place in front of a Craftsman style house.

5.

Review the reason for wanting to install a front yard
fence. Did one exist historically? Houses constructed in
the 1880s had front yard fences to keep livestock from
roaming into the yard. Houses built in the 1920s had no
fences in the front yard, which reflected a “progressive”
movement when fencing laws reduced the chance for
roaming livestock.

6.

Can the fence be installed at or behind the setback line?

Section C.3.2.6 Modern Conveniences and Amenities

Strong pedestrian approach (220 N Johnson Ave)

A. Historic homes offer charm and character not always found in
current residential construction. As families grow and residents
grow older, needs change. Air conditioning is a welcome relief
from the heat and humidity in San Marcos. Additional rooms
and bathrooms may be necessary as children get older. Steps
may become impossible to maneuver with age or a disability.

San Marcos Design Manual
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The installation of a “no-step entrance” or ramp can maintain
or prolong ones independence and mobility.
B.

C.

Adapting a historic home for modem use, while maintaining
the homes original character, requires thoughtful planning.
Weigh the safety and comfort concerns with that of historical
accuracy, economic feasibility and long term impact. Ask
yourself “How can this improvement or necessity be installed
or removed without causing irreparable damage to the historic
character of the house or neighborhood”.
The following includes some of the commonly installed
amenities and additions to historic properties:
1.

2.

Air conditioning and electrical equipment should be
installed in such a way that it will not damage important
architectural features. Study possible locations for the
equipment and install it where it is least visible from the
street or can be screened with planting material.

3.

Antennas and satellite dishes are considered a removable
fixture but with some thought can be sited away from
public view.

4.

Chimneys are an important architectural feature and
the removal or alteration of existing chimneys alters the
historical integrity of the house.

5.
6.

C:22

Carefully consider access ramps for temporary or long
term disability, and the location and impact of the ramp
on the house and neighborhood. The removal of a small
section of railing on the side of a porch may be more
convenient and less intrusive than to the front of the
house. If the porch is not elevated, consider replacing the
sidewalk with an incline to eliminate steps at the porch or
door.

Decks and patios can be compatible with historic houses if
thought is given to location, proportion and materials.
Dormers are important to the composition of the roof
and should not be eliminated. Scale and form should be
retained. New dormers may allow for additional use of
the attic, but should be designed to match the style of the
original house.

San Marcos Design Manual

7.

Flags and banners are considered a removable amenity
but care should be used when mounting to not damage the
historic materials of the house.

8.

Light fixtures located on the building exterior, porches,
pathways and paved areas should be appropriate in
design, scale and character of the house. There are many
available adaptations of fixtures in various architectural
styles. A Victorian light fixture is appropriate with a Victo
rian house but not appropriate with a Ranch or Craftsman
style house.

9.

Mailboxes and mail slots should be simple and as
unobtrusive as possible. Mailboxes can be obtained in
styles compatible with the time period of the house.

10. Shutters may be installed if they are in keeping with the
style of the house and the period of construction. Shutters
should be correctly proportioned to the width and height of
the window and should be installed with hinges rather than
nailed to the wall.
11. Skylights can add light to interior spaces and may make
attic spaces more useable. If flat in profile and positioned
away from public view skylights can be installed in older
houses. Bubble dome skylights are not appropriate.
12. Storm/screen doors and windows can be installed without
hiding the historic door and surrounding features. Metal
framed doors and window screens are acceptable if
selected with a white factory finished or painted the color
of the door and window trim. Wood storm/screen doors
and windows designed for the style of the house can be
purchased at most lumber yards.
13. Orient garages away from the primary view and install
single car doors instead of double wide doors.
D. As you formulate your ideas to modify and improve your home,
questions will arise. There are many sources available for
advice and assistance including a neighbor who has completed
a similar project, the Texas Historical Commission, City
Staff and the National Trust for Historic Preservation. Helpful
resources can be found on the City’s website.
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Section C.3.3.2 Porches
A. Historically, the most dominant feature of a historic home
is the front porch, which was used as an extension of the
living space, contributing to the character of the street and
the life of the neighborhood. The details of most porches in
the San Antonio and Belvin Street Historic Districts are intact.
The original character defining features and elements of their
individual styles are still evident. Because most of the homes
are constructed with pier and beam foundations, the porch
floors are elevated above ground level. The newer slab-ongrade foundations have a porch at a much lower level.
B.

Porches may require a great deal of maintenance because of
their exposure to the weather but the removal or alteration of
a porch will have a significant impact on the character of the
house and neighborhood.

C.

Some of the porches have been altered over time with more
modem materials that require less maintenance. These
alterations have changed the character defining features of
the original design. Some of the common changes included
the removal of wood columns and installation of fabricated
metal porch supports; replacing wood steps with concrete or
brick steps; removal of wood porch floors and installation of
concrete or brick porch floors at a lower level than the original
porch.

3.

While the installation of concrete or brick steps does
eliminate some of the maintenance of wood steps, it
changes the character of the house. Concrete steps are
normally not anchored to the original porch structure.
Concrete steps pull away from the porch, sink or rotate
unless the entire porch has been changed to concrete.

4.

A porch floor that has been lowered changes the step
location to the front door, which can be awkward without a
landing at the door. It also requires a change in the support
of any columns the porch design may have had.

5.

If concrete or brick has been installed it must be removed
prior to rebuilding a wood porch. New wood would
deteriorate at a rapid rate because of the moisture
condensation on the concrete and brick mass.

6.

If a porch has been drastically altered, or if there is no
clear idea of what the original details were, look to a
similar house for ideas regarding porch design.

D. Another common alteration is the enclosure of porches to
create additional living space, bathrooms and entrances.
E.

F.

Wood steps, porch floors, column bases and railings are
usually the first things to deteriorate on historic porches
because of their exterior exposure.

A dominant front porch becomes an outdoor living room (714
W San Antonio St)

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

Keeping a porch and its corresponding features and details
in good repair is far less costly than allowing deterioration
to continue resulting in the major repair or replacement
of large portions of the porch, details and structure
underneath.

2.

Retain original material and make repairs that match the
original design of the porch floors, columns, railings,
brackets, steps and other character defining details.
Porch is elevated (810 W San Antonio St)
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remove some stains. Consult a knowledgeable contractor
or the Texas Historical Commission for more information.
6.

Avoid installing brick or block where these materials were
not originally used.

7.

Avoid installing brick on the walls of a house that originally
had wood siding. To install brick over wood siding
changes the character of the house and can destroy the
wood beneath.

Brick with stone accents (727 W Hopkins Street)

Brick used in sidewalk (716 Belvin St)

Rough faced concrete block (1024 W San Antonio St)

C:32
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Section C.3.4.2 Metal
A. The primary use of metal on historic residential homes in San
Marcos was as a roofing or roof related decoration such as
cresting and weathervanes. Standing seam metal roofing,
which is found on many houses in South Texas, is evident in
the historic areas of San Marcos. This type of metal roof was
well adapted to odd shapes or projections. Historically, metal
roofs were made by folding metal sheets together creating a
vertical “seam”. The pans were formed from Galvanized steel
sheets in a sheet metal shop and could be designed to fit roofs
such as turrets. The roofer turned the seams over and the
seams were then soldered to form a watertight barrier.
B.

Pressed metal shingles were manufactured and installed as
a roofing material in the late 1800s, and are seen on several
residential buildings. These materials were also formed from
galvanized steel and were premanufactured in St. Louis,
Kansas City, and other large industrial areas. Pressed metal has
been installed as a skirting material on some houses, but was
probably not an original material.

C.

Corrugated metal roofs were also commonly used in Texas.
As in standing seam roofs their limitation was due to the fact
that lengths were limited to 8 feet which caused numerous end
laps, and on larger houses increased chances of roof leaks.
Corrugated roofing is found on houses, garages, barns, and
other outbuildings. Newer sheet metal profiles such as “V”
crimp and pre-finished metal standing seam have been added
to older houses as repairs are made.

D. Ornamental iron, although used during the period on
commercial structures, was not commonly used for residential
construction. Cast iron is not evident in the San Marcos
Historic Districts.
E.

Metal windows were used in residential applications in the
1930s, and are evident on a few houses in the historic districts.

F.

The following guidelines are recommended:
1.

Replace deteriorated metal with new primed or prefinished metal of the same or compatible material. Pressed
metal shingles are still manufactured and can be replaced
in localized areas as needed.

2.

Re-install decorative roof details, such as cresting, when
replacing the primary roofing material.

APPENDIX
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3.

Avoid installing an inappropriately scaled metal roofing
material on a house that did not have a metal roof
originally. Many of the current metal roofs have an
industrial appearance and should be avoided.

4.

Fabricated metal should not replace other materials such
as wood columns.

5.

Metal windows should not replace wood windows.

6.

Avoid installing decorative metal iron work over windows
that did not include them in the original design.

7.

Avoid installing a pressed metal skirt where one did not
previously exist.

1.

Replace deteriorated stone with stone that matches the
original in color and texture.

2.

If a wall has deteriorated or is missing mortar it should
be replaced with mortar of the same composition as the
original in composition and color. Portland cement, or
masons mortar is too hard and will cause the stone to
deteriorate and crumble.

3.

It is not recommended that stone be added to the
foundation or face of a house because this changes the
original integrity of the house.

4.

Retain stone walls and drainage beds.

5.

Use stone as a site design material such as walks, walls
and planter beds.

One of many standing seam metal roofs in San Marcos (221
Johnson Ave)

Section C.3.4.3 Stone
A. Stone is used most commonly in the two historic residential
districts of San Marcos as a material for foundations and
retaining walls. The stone was cut from locally quarried
limestone block and was used in conjunction with a soft, lime
mortar because of its natural softness. Field stone or rubble
stone (stone not cut into a rectangular shape) was used in the
construction of walls or curbs in front of houses. This stone,
even though a harder consistency, was held together with a
lime mortar. Similar stone was also used in the drainage beds
of the water runoff systems in the area. Stone was not used as
a veneer material or skin of the houses in the Belvin Street or
San Antonio Street Historical Districts. However, several newer
houses in the San Antonio Street Historical District are clad in
various types and patterns of stone. In these two districts, only
one historic home still in existence, had been constructed with
stone as the primary exterior material.
B.

The following guidelines are recommended:

Historic application with stone exterior (809 Belvin St)

Section C.3.4.4 Stucco
A. Stucco, also called cement plaster, is a hardened cementitious
paste which is applied over a wire mesh or lath. It creates an
exterior wall surface which can be made smooth or can have a
sculpted texture. Stucco has no dimension or shape of its own
but can be used to form many shapes.
B.

The historic districts of San Marcos have only a few stucco
houses. This would have been a building material of the
1920’s and 1930’s and appears on Tudor style houses and as
detail treatment on a few other examples. Small cracks are an
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
APPLICATION FORM
Case # HPC-____-____

Updated: March, 2017

CONTACT INFORMATION
Applicant’s Name

Property Owner

Applicant’s Mailing
Address

Owner’s Mailing
Address

Applicant’s Phone #

Owner’s Phone #

Applicant’s Email

Owner’s Email

PROPERTY INFORMATION
Address of Proposed Work: ________________________________________________________________
Historic District: __________________________________

Tax ID #: R____________________________

Legal Description: Lot ___________ Block ___________ Subdivision ___________________________
Historical Designation(s) of Property, if applicable: □ National □ Registered Texas Historic Landmark

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK
Please use this space to summarize the proposed work (Please be specific. Use additional paper if necessary.)

AUTHORIZATION
All required application documents are attached. I understand the fees for and the process to obtain a
Certificate of Appropriateness and understand my responsibility to be present at meetings regarding this
application.
Filing Fee $0

Technology Fee $11

TOTAL COST $11

Applicant’s Signature: _____________________________________________

Date: ________________

Printed Name: ____________________________________________________
To be completed by Staff:

Accepted By: ______________________________

Proposed Meeting Date: _________________________________

Date Accepted: ___________________

Application Deadline: _____________________________

Planning & Development Services • 630 East Hopkins • San Marcos, Texas 78666 • 512-393-8230

Page | 1

AGREEMENT TO THE PLACEMENT OF NOTIFICATION SIGNS
AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

The City of San Marcos Land Development Code requires public notification in the form of notification signs on the
subject property, published notice, and / or personal notice based on the type of application presented to the Planning
Commission and / or City Council.


Notification Signs: if required by code, staff shall place notification signs on each street adjacent to the subject
property and must be placed in a visible, unobstructed location near the property line. It is unlawful for a person
to alter any notification sign, or to remove it while the request is pending. However, any removal or alteration
that is beyond the control of the applicant shall not constitute a failure to meet notification requirements. It is the
responsibility of the applicant to periodically check the sign locations to verify that the signs remain in
place until final action is taken on the application and have not been vandalized or removed until after
such final decision or when such application is withdrawn by the applicant. It is the responsibility of the
applicant to immediately notify the Planning and Development Services Department of missing or
defective signs.



Published Notice: if required by code, staff shall publish a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in
accordance with City Codes and the Texas Local Government Code. If, for any reason, more than one notice
is required to be published it may be at the expense of the applicant. The renotification fee shall be $85
plus an $11 technology fee.



Personal Notice: if required by code, staff shall mail personal notice in accordance with City Codes and the
Texas Local Government Code. If, for any reason, more than one notice is required to be mailed it may be
at the expense of the applicant. The renotification fee shall be $85 plus an $11 technology fee.

I have read the above statements and agree to the required public notification, as required, based on the attached
application. The City’s Planning and Development Services Department staff has my permission to place signs, as
required, on the property and I will notify City staff if the sign(s) is/are damaged, moved or removed. I understand the
process of notification and public hearing and hereby submit the attached application for review by the City.

Signature: __________________________________

Date: _____________________________

Print Name: _________________________________

To be completed by Staff:

Case # ______-____________-__________

Planning & Development Services • 630 East Hopkins • San Marcos, Texas 78666 • 512-393-8230
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Summary
Request:

Applicant:

Alteration to the attached garage – addition of a dormer to accommodate a new
bedroom and bathroom and addition of new windows. This is a change in the
design of a previously approved COA (HPC-22-01).
Michael Richards
Property Owner:
Same
1029 West San Antonio
Street
San Marcos, TX 78666

Notification
Personal Mailing:
Response:

April 22, 2022
Posted Notice:
None as of the date of this report

April 22, 2022

Property Description
Address:
Location:
Historic District:
Date Constructed:
National Register of
Historic Places:
Building Description:

1029 West San Antonio (See: Aerial Map)
Corner of West San Antonio Street and South Johnson Avenue.
San Antonio Street
Contributing Structure
Yes
District
Ca. 1950
My Historic SMTX
Medium
Resources Survey:
Not Listed
Recorded Texas Historic No
Landmark:
One story, 1,606 square foot single-family residential

My Historic SMTX Historic Resources Survey Summary
Low
X Medium

High

Medium priority properties are those that could be contributing to an eligible National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) or local historic district. These resources may also have significant associations but are generally more
common examples of types or styles or have experienced some alterations.
The database states the property is minimal traditional residence with wood siding and original wood windows and
notes a small side/rear addition with garage. The database states that the property is outside original period of
significance for historic district but retains integrity and therefore is contributing to the San Antonio Street District.

(See: Historic Resources Survey Inventory Table)
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Current Request
The applicant received approval in January 2022 to raise the roof of the attached garage approximately 3
feet, 8 inches to accommodate a bedroom, bath, and study for company to use when visiting. To access this
new space, a set of wooden stairs was also proposed.
With the cost of building materials and the shortage of professional help, the applicant has decided to
reduce the scope of the loft project. In the new scope, the applicant is proposing to add a dormer to the
existing attached garage, above the garage doors. This will allow room above the garage to accommodate a
new bedroom and bathroom while minimally changing the roofline of the existing garage. Additionally, the
applicant will install a new window, large enough to provide egress, on the southeast façade of the building;
this side faces the alley behind the home. An existing window will be relocated about one-foot lower than
where it sits currently to make room for the new loft space; this particular portion of the garage façade is
located behind a wooden fence. A smaller window will be installed on the southwest façade of the new loft
space; this new window may be visible from Johnson Avenue but will mostly be shielded from view by the
main home. The outside set of stairs has been removed from the scope.
The applicant has applied for the appropriate building permits which will not be issued until after the
Certificate of Appropriateness has been approved.
Please refer to attached documents for the application documents, site plans, and renderings.
My Historic SMTX Photograph
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Staff Evaluation
No Affect
N/A
No
See Analysis Below

Criteria for Approval (Sec.2.5.5.4)
Consideration of the effect of the activity on historical, architectural, or cultural
character of the Historic District or Historic Landmark
Approval of the request would not affect the activity noted above.
For Historic Districts, compliance with the Historic District regulations
Whether the property owner would suffer extreme hardship, not including loss
of profit, unless the certificate of appropriateness is issued
The property owner will not suffer an extreme hardship.
The construction and repair standard and guidelines cited in Section 4.5.2.1
Each item in the request has been individually reviewed.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
EXTERIOR ALTERATION TO ATTACHED GARAGE
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I))
New construction and existing buildings and structures and
appurtenances thereof within local Historic Districts that are moved,
reconstructed, materially altered or repaired shall be visually
compatible with other buildings to which they are visually related
generally in terms of the following factors; provided, however, these
guidelines shall apply only to those exterior portions of buildings and
Staff Evaluation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral sites visible from adjacent public streets:
a. Height. The height of a proposed building shall be visually
compatible with adjacent buildings.
While the proposed addition is partly to convert garage space to
X
living space and two-story, the applicant is maintaining the ridgeline
of the home. Therefore, the home will maintain a single-story
appearance from the front of the property along West San Antonio
Street.
b. Proportion of Building’s front Facade. The relationship of the width
of a building to the height of the front elevation shall be visually
compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
Due to the fact that the ridgeline will be maintained, and the new
addition is located at the rear of the property, the front elevation will
change slightly with the addition of the dormer.
c. Proportion of openings within the facility. The relationship of the
width of the windows in a building shall be visually compatible with
the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
The windows proposed for the new space appear to be compatible
with the existing windows on the main home. No new windows are
proposed for the front façade of the garage.
d. Rhythm of solids to voids in front Facades. The relationship of solids
N/A
to voids in the front facade of a building shall be visually compatible
with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
e. Rhythm of spacing of Buildings on Streets. The relationship of a
building to the open area between it and adjoining buildings shall be
X
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
The location of the existing garage is not changing.
f. Rhythm of entrance and/or porch projection. The relationship of
entrances and porch projections to sidewalks of a building shall be
N/A
visually compatible to the other buildings to which it is visually
related.
4

Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Staff Evaluation
Construction and Repair Standards (Sec.4.5.2.1(I))
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
g. Relationship of materials, texture and color. The relationship of the
materials, and texture of the exterior of a building including its
windows and doors, shall be visually compatible with the predominant
X
materials used in the other buildings to which it is visually related.
The applicant is proposing to match the siding of the home as well as
the composite shingle roofing material. In addition, the new
windows are compatible with the existing windows on the home.
h. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building shall be visually
compatible with the other buildings to which it is visually related.
X
The roof shape will change slightly with the addition of the dormer
for the loft space. The garage is a secondary structure.
i. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building including walls,
fences, and building facades shall, if necessary, form cohesive walls of
N/A
enclosure along a street, to ensure visual compatibility of the building
to the other buildings to which it is visually related.
j. Scale of a Building. The size of a building, the mass of a building in
relation to open areas, the windows, door openings, porches and
balconies shall be visually compatible with the other buildings to
which it is visually related.
X
The addition will be most visible from South Johnson Avenue.
However, the majority of the side façade is remaining as is and the
addition will be set back some from the wall plane of the home,
maintaining the scale of the existing home.
The Historic Preservation Commission may use as general guidelines,
in addition to the specific guidelines contained in this section, the
See Attached Historic District
Historic District Guidelines located in Appendix C of the San Marcos
Guidelines (if necessary)
Design Manual, and the current Standards for Historic Preservation
See Secretary of the Interior
Projects issued by the United States Secretary of the Interior.
Standards Analysis Below
See attached Section C.1.2.4, Historic District Design Guidelines,
Appendix C, San Marcos Design Manual
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
X
spaces and spatial relationships.
The property will remain a single-family residence.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will
X
be avoided.
The My Historic SMTX database notes the garage addition but
does not give a date of construction. Hays County Appraisal data
gives 1950 as an estimated date of construction.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
X
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
Conjectural features will not be added.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
their own right will be retained and preserved.
X
The My Historic SMTX database notes the garage addition but
does not give a date of construction. Hays County Appraisal data
gives 1950 as an estimated date of construction.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
property will be preserved.
X
The applicant is proposing to change the roof of an existing
building slightly to gain the space needed to add a loft space
(adding a bedroom, bathroom, and study). The garage is a
secondary structure.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
N/A
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage
N/A
to historic materials will not be used.
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Certificate of Appropriateness
HPC-22-17 (1029 West San Antonio Street)
Staff Evaluation
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation
Consistent Inconsistent Neutral
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If
N/A
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
X
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
The addition of the dormer allows for minimal change to the
existing garage while allowing the property owner to create
additional living space for his family.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
X
environment would be unimpaired.
The dormer could be removed in the future without impairing the
historic structure.
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APPENDIX

Historic District Guidelines

Section C.1.2.3 Residential Buildings
A. Porches are frequently the most modified portion of a house.
Returning a porch to its original design, when possible,
will make a positive visual impact to the house and the
neighborhood.
B.

If a porch has been lowered, consider raising it to its original
level.

C.

If the original columns have been replaced with another
material and design, consider replacing the columns with
columns which are compatible with the original design and
material.

6.

Utilize floor heights common to adjacent buildings.
Maintain the horizontal continuity of the elevations in
commercial buildings.

7.

Roof forms and roof lines or cornices should be consistent
in shape and detail.

8.

Maintain the solid-to-void pattern established in the
window openings and follow the proportions established
in these openings.

9.

Materials used in the construction of new buildings should
reflect the period in which they are built but should respect
the established scale of adjacent buildings.

D. If porches have been closed to provide additional space in the
house, look for other locations for this space when remodeling.

10. Construct garages and carports to the rear of the property,
behind the face of the house.

E.

If porches have been removed, consider reconstructing them.

11. Orient garage doors away from the street when possible.

F.

Synthetic siding which has been applied over the original siding
changes the character of the house. Consider removing the
synthetic siding and restoring the original detail of the house.

12. Consider the density of a neighborhood when constructing
new buildings on vacant or subdivided lots.
13. Maintain the orientation of building entrances on a street.

G. When windows have been removed and placed with windows
of a different material and proportion, consider replacing them
with windows to match the original.

14. Construct additions to existing buildings that do not
overpower the original building.
15. Seek guidance and assistance early in a project. Look at
options that will enhance the historic district and satisfy
your needs.

Section C.1.2.4 New Construction in Historic Districts
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

As opportunities arise, new construction will take place
in historic districts and this is to be encouraged in
order to maintain a viable living community. However,
new construction should follow the characteristics and
guidelines outlined in this document.
Respect and maintain the overall height of buildings in the
immediate vicinity.
Maintain the building relationship to the street. Set the new
building back a distance equal to that of the surrounding
structures and orient the new building in the same way.
Maintain the established rhythm of the structural piers
in the surrounding buildings, consider a similar rhythm,
structural bay or width.
Respect the overall proportion and form. Maintain the
width to height relationship.

16. Avoid creating a false history when constructing new
buildings. New buildings are new buildings and should not
be confused with historic structures.

Section C.1.2.5 Priority Planning - Renovation Guidelines
A. Evaluate the existing structure to establish the most important
work to be completed.
B.

What may be the most visible to the eye may not be the most
important to the life of the building. For example, a new coat of
paint for the front of the building will not do much to extend the
life of the building if the roof is leaking badly.

C.

Identify the “character defining” features of the building and
relate their importance to the character of the street as well as
the building itself.

San Marcos Design Manual
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
TO:

Historic Preservation Commission

FROM:

Alison Brake, CNU-A, Historic Preservation Officer

DATE:

April 20, 2022

RE:

AGENDA ITEM 9: TREE AND HABITAT PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS IN THE LOCAL
HISTORIC DISTRICTS

During the April 7th regular meeting, Commissioner Little requested that this item be
placed on the agenda for discussion.
Tree and habitat protection is regulated by Chapter 6, Article 4 of the San Marcos
Development Code. It is applicable to all new development within the city limits, including
development projects undertaken by the city. These standards apply regardless of
whether a property is located within a historic district or not.
In summation, trees 9-inches or greater may be removed with City approval. A protected
tree (9-23 inches), if removed, must be replaced at an inch per inch ratio. A heritage tree
(24 inches or greater), if removed, must be replaced at a two inch to inch ratio. However,
tree credits for preserving trees within the limits of construction may be granted and can
be used to complete needed replacement inches. When a protected tree is preserved, ½
credits are given for each inch of that protected tree. When a heritage tree is preserved,
1 credit is given for each inch of that heritage tree.
Within Appendix C of the San Marcos Design Manual, the Historic District Design
Guidelines, is guidance on overall historic neighborhood characteristics and site
development and orientation. Additionally, the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties includes guidance for each treatment type,
Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Reconstruction, that focus on the building
site.
As this will be a discussion item the Development Code section and the Design Manual
section have been included in the packet along with the recommendations from the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. When reading through the SOI’s Standards, the
specific treatment type can be found at the top of the page; it has been highlighted to be
easy to find.

630 EAST HOPKINS ● SAN MARCOS, TEXAS 78666 ● 512.393.8147 ● FACSIMILE 512.754.7745
SANMARCOSTX.GOV

CHAPTER

6

Environmental Regulations

development site that are located within a water quality zone, a
buffer zone or a sensitive feature protection zone.

Table 6.4 Impervious cover limits within the edwards
aquifer recharge zone
Size of Site

Impervious Cover Limit

Up to and including three
acres

40%

More than three acres and
less than five acres

30%

Five acres or more

20%

Section 6.3.3.2Impervious Cover Allocation
A. Utilization of Site. Land included in water quality zones, buffer
zones, and sensitive feature protection zones may be used in
the calculation of the total impervious cover allowed on the site.
The total allowed impervious cover on a site may be allocated
by an applicant in a manner that concentrates the allowed
impervious cover in one or more uplands zones on the site.

Article 4: Tree and habitat protection
Division 1: GENERAL
Section 6.4.1.1Purpose
The purpose of this Article is to conserve, protect and enhance
existing trees and natural landscapes that are healthy and contribute
to a safe and livable community, as well as to establish and
maintain new trees. It is recognized that the presence of trees
contributes to the overall quality of life and environment of the City.
They are an integral part of healthy aquifers and river corridors,
managing stormwater runoff, controlling erosion and dust, abating
noise, reducing building energy costs, enhancing property values,
and providing wildlife habitat.

Division 2: TREE PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION DURING
DEVELOPMENT
Section 6.4.2.1General Tree Preservation Requirements
A. Applicability. The provisions of this section apply to all new
development within the City and not within the ETJ, including
development projects undertaken by the City of San Marcos.
B.

C.

Intent
1.

In the course of development the existing natural
landscape character shall be preserved to the maximum
extent feasible. Native oaks, elms, sycamore, bald
cypress, madrone, and pecan trees are particularly to be
preserved. For example, when a site contains an existing
stand of trees, the developer and builder shall use best
good faith efforts to preserve such trees.

2.

Indiscriminate clearing or stripping of natural vegetation on
a site or lot is prohibited.

City Approval. The removal of any protected or heritage tree for
the purpose of development without City approval is expressly
prohibited.

D. Tree Survey
1.

6:14

San Marcos Development Code Amended: September 1, 2020

To request City approval for the removal of a protected
or heritage tree, submit a tree survey with the applicable
development permit application. Issuance of the applicable

CHAPTER

Environmental Regulations

permit constitutes approval of tree removal and shall occur
prior to any action being taken to remove a tree(s) or that
may damage or disturb a tree(s) or its root system in any
way.
2.

The tree survey required with an application for a
Watershed Protection Plan, Phase 2 or a Site Permit under
Section 2.6.1.1 or Section 2.7.1.1 shall include a drawing
showing the species, size, location and scaled root
protection zone of all protected and heritage tree(s), with
an indication of those to be preserved or removed. The
“Tree Preservation and Mitigation Table”, located on the
City’s website, shall also be included.

3.

Trees nine inches or larger shall be tagged and numbered,
and numbers shall be depicted on the applicable drawing
and associated table(s). The tags and associated numbers
shall remain on the trees until the certificate of acceptance
or certificate of occupancy is issued.

4.

When submitting an application for a Watershed Protection
Plan, Phase 1, under Section 2.6.1.1 an aerial photograph
showing tree groupings and the location of heritage trees
is required.

B.

Measurement of a Multi-Trunk Tree. The DBH of a multi-trunk
tree shall be calculated by the following equation: The DBH of
the largest tree trunk, plus one-half the DBH of all other tree
trunks. For example, a tree that has three trunks with DBHs of
7”, 6”, and 4” would be equivalent to a 12” DBH tree.

7” + (0.5 x 6”) + (0.5 x 4”) = 12”DBH
(Ord. No. 2019-45, 12-17-19)
C.

Measurement of Nursery Stock. The size of small or young
trees to be planted (i.e., those with diameters of four inches
or less) shall be measured at six inches above the root ball in
“caliper” inches.

Figure 6.4 Measuring Nursery stock

Section 6.4.2.2Tree Measurement.
A. Existing Tree Size and Measurement. Tree size shall be stated
in inches of “Diameter at Breast Height (DBH)”. Both singletrunk and multi-trunk trees shall be measured at “breast height”
which is defined as four-and-one-half feet (54 inches) above
natural grade.
(Ord. No. 2019-45, 12-17-19)
Figure 6.3 Measuring existing trees

Section 6.4.2.3Classification of Protected and Heritage
Trees.

Table 6.5 tree classifications
Tree Classification

DBH (Diameter at breast height)

Protected Tree

9” - 23”

Heritage Tree

> 24”

Amended: September 1, 2020 San Marcos Development Code
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A. Trees of the following species with a DBH less than 12 inches
are excluded from the mitigation requirements of this code:
1.

Celtis occidentalis (Hackberry)

2.

Juniperus ashei (Common Cedar)

3.

Juniperus virginiana (Eastern Red Cedar)

4.

Prosopis glandulosa (Mesquite)

5.

Acacia farnesiana (Huisache)

B.

Trees identified on the noxious and invasive species list of any
size are excluded from the mitigation requirements of this code.

C.

Trees deemed dead, in serious decline or hazardous by an ISA
certified arborist, consulting arborist, and/or the City’s Urban
Forester are excluded from the mitigation requirements of this
code.

Section 6.4.2.4Tree Protection Standards
A. Protection of Existing Trees During Development.
1.

No more than 25% of the root protection zone of trees to
be preserved shall be disturbed. The root protection zone
is measured as 1 foot in radius for every 1 inch in DBH of
the tree. This area may overlap with a grouping of trees.

Figure 6.5 Tree Protection standards

2.

All preserved trees on a demolition or construction site
shall be provided protection for a minimum of 75% of
their root protection zone in accordance with City of San
Marcos standard design and technical specifications.

3.

Tree protection fences shall be shown on submitted
plans and shall be in place for City inspection before any
demolition, site clearance or other site-disturbing activity
commences.

4.

All building materials, dirt, excavation or fill materials,
chemicals, construction vehicles or equipment, debris,
other materials, and vehicle parking shall be kept outside
tree protection fences.

5.

Tree protection fences shall remain in place until the
final building and site inspections are approved and the
certificate of acceptance or certificate of occupancy is
issued.

(Ord. No. 2019-45, 12-17-19)

Section 6.4.2.5Tree Mitigation Requirements
Any protected or heritage tree that is removed from the site due to
development must be replaced on-site as follows:

Table 6.6 Tree Mitigation Requirements
Tree Classification Mitigation Required in Diameter inches

Diameter of tree at 4.5 ft.
above grade is 12 inches

Protected Tree

1:1 (1 Inch per inch removed)

Heritage Tree

2:1 (2 Inches per inch removed)

A. All required mitigation trees shall be provided as shade
trees meeting the planting, installation, and maintenance
requirements of Sections 7.2.4.1, 7.2.4.2, and Appendix D of
the San Marcos Design Manual.
B.

Encroachments shall
occupy no more than 25%
of the total area in the root
protection zone

Root protection zone is a 12 foot
radius circle. (24 ft. Diameter)

Off-Site Mitigation. The primary goal is to replant trees on a
development site. With the express, written approval of the
Responsible Official, however, some or all of the required
mitigation trees that cannot feasibly be planted in any area
of the development site can be planted in a park or other city
right-of-way located within the same quadrant of the City as the
development site.
(Ord. No. 2019-45, 12-17-19)
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C.

Tree Fee-in-lieu. While the primary goal is to replant trees
on a development site, when some or all of the required
mitigation trees cannot feasibly be planted in any area of the
development site or in a nearby park or other public property,
the Responsible Official may allow the applicant to pay a feein-lieu of planting mitigation trees. Payment per caliper inch
as set by City Council resolution for required mitigation trees
shall be paid into the tree fund. The funds in this account shall
be dedicated solely to tree planting and care and other tree
preservation activities within the the same quadrant of the City
as the development site. Refer to the fee schedule on the City’s
website for the current rates.

contracted arborists are allowed to trim trees within 12
feet of utility and telephone lines.

(Ord. No. 2019-45, 12-17-19)

2.

Any person or persons owning or occupying real property
bordering on any street upon which property there may
be trees, must prune such trees in such a manner that
they will not obstruct or shade the street lights, obstruct
or interfere with the passage of pedestrians on sidewalks,
obstruct vision of traffic signs, or obstruct the view from
any street or alley intersection. The minimum clearance
of any overhanging portion thereof shall be 8 feet over
sidewalks and 16 feet over all streets, except truck
thoroughfares which shall require a clearance of 18 feet.

3.

Any person or persons owning or occupying real property
on which there may be trees that are diseased or insectinfested, must remove, spray or treat any such trees in
a manner that will not infect or damage nearby public
vegetation or cause harm to the community or citizens
therein.

4.

When trees that are subject to or protected by this Article
die, are missing, or are otherwise deemed unhealthy
by the City, they shall be removed and replaced by the
property owner to comply with the applicable standards.

5.

Any person or persons owning, occupying or controlling
real property upon which tree pruning or removal occurs
must advise all landscape contractors, tree services,
arborists and others who remove or prune diseased trees
of the need for proper disinfection of all cutting tools. All
wounds to the trunk, limbs, roots, or stumps of oak trees
should be sprayed with paint within 20 minutes of cut or
incident with wounding or removal to prevent the spread
of oak wilt. This provision applies to any person, firm,
corporation, business entity, City department or private
utility.

Section 6.4.2.6Tree Credits
A. Incentives to Retain Existing Trees. In order to encourage the
preservation of trees that are already established and growing,
particularly heritage trees, additional credit as outlined in the
table below shall be given for healthy existing trees. To receive
credit, the existing tree must be of a species included on the
preferred list in the technical manual and located within the
limits of construction (LOC) of the development site. Tree
credits for preserving existing trees can be used to meet
either the landscaping requirements for trees or the mitigation
requirements for other removed trees.

Table 6.7 Tree Credits
Tree Classification Tree Credits in Diameter Inches
Protected Tree

1/2:1 (1/2 Inch per inch preserved)

Heritage Tree

1:1 (1 Inch per inch preserved)

Section 6.4.2.7Tree Preservation and Protection After
Development
A. Duty of Persons for Trees on Property. It shall be the duty of
the property owner to maintain all trees planted pursuant to, or
preserved by, this Article in a healthy condition in accordance
with the following:
1.

Any person or persons owning or occupying real property
on which there may be trees must ensure that such
trees do not obstruct utility or telephone lines. Only city-

B.

If the owner or occupant of such property does not perform
the duties set out in subsection A above, the City may order
the pruning, removal or treatment of tree(s) on private property
that cause obstructions, present insect or disease problems
or otherwise present a danger to public health or safety. The
order shall be in writing to the owner or occupant responsible
for such condition and shall be acted upon within 30 days from
the time of the receipt of the order. If, after 30 days, the owner
or occupant has not responded or acted to prune, remove or

Amended: September 1, 2020 San Marcos Development Code
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treat the tree(s), the City shall have the authority to enter upon
the property to perform the work necessary to correct the
condition and bill the owner or occupant for the actual costs
incurred. In situations deemed necessary to the public health,
safety, or welfare, the City may act without prior notification to
the property owner or occupant.
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THE SECRETARY
OF THE INTERIOR’S
STANDARDS FOR
THE TREATMENT
OF HISTORIC
PROPERTIES
WITH

GUIDELINES FOR
PRESERVING,
REHABILITATING,
RESTORING &
RECONSTRUCTING
HISTORIC
BUILDINGS

U.S. Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Technical Preservation Services

INTRODUCTION
Using the Standards and Guidelines for
Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration,
and Reconstruction Projects
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of His
toric Properties address four treatments: preservation, rehabilitation,
restoration, and reconstruction. As stated in the regulations (36 CFR
Part 68) promulgating the Standards, “one set of standards …will
apply to a property undergoing treatment, depending upon the prop
erty’s significance, existing physical condition, the extent of docu
mentation available, and interpretive goals, when applicable. The
Standards will be applied taking into consideration the economic and
technical feasibility of each project.” These Standards apply not only
to historic buildings but also to a wide variety of historic resource
types eligible to be listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
This includes buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts.

They address both exterior and interior work on historic build
ings. Those approaches to work treatments and techniques that are
consistent with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties are listed in the “Recommended”
column on the left; those which are inconsistent with the Standards
are listed in the “Not Recommended” column on the right.

Guidelines, however, are developed to help apply the Standards to a
specific type of historic resource. Thus, in addition to these Guide
lines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings, there are also guidelines for cultural landscapes,
historic lighthouses, historic vessels, historic furnished interiors, and
historic covered bridges.

Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures neces
sary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic
property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize
the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair
of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and
new construction. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, elec
trical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make prop
erties functional is appropriate within a preservation project. However,
new exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment. The
Standards for Preservation require retention of the greatest amount
of historic fabric along with the building’s historic form.

The purpose of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treat
ment of Historic Properties and Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating,
Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings is to provide guidance
to historic building owners and building managers, preservation
consultants, architects, contractors, and project reviewers prior to
beginning work. It is always recommended that preservation profes
sionals be consulted early in any project.
The Guidelines are intended as an aid to assist in applying the Stan
dards to all types of historic buildings. They are not meant to give
case-specific advice or address exceptions or unusual conditions.
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There are four sections, each focusing on one of the four treatment
Standards: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Recon
struction. Each section includes one set of Standards with accom
panying Guidelines that are to be used throughout the course of a
project.

Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a com
patible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while
preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural,
or architectural values. The Rehabilitation Standards acknowledge the
need to alter or add to a historic building to meet continuing or new
uses while retaining the building’s historic character.

Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the
form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular
period of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its
history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period.
The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumb
ing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional
is appropriate within a restoration project. The Restoration Standards
allow for the depiction of a building at a particular time in its history
by preserving materials, features, finishes, and spaces from its period
of significance and removing those from other periods.
Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means
of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving
site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating
its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location. The
Reconstruction Standards establish a limited framework for recreat
ing a vanished or non-surviving building with new materials, primar
ily for interpretive purposes.

The Guidelines are introduced with a brief overview of the pri
mary materials used in historic buildings; the exterior and interior
architectural features and systems; the building’s site and setting;
code-compliance requirements regarding accessibility and life-safety
resilience to natural hazards; sustainability; and new additions and
related new construction. This overview establishes the format of
the Guidelines that follow.

Choosing an Appropriate Treatment for the
Historic Building
The Guidelines are intended to promote responsible preservation
practices that help protect the nation’s irreplaceable cultural
resources. For example, they cannot, in and of themselves, be used
to make essential decisions about which features of the historic
building should be saved and which can be changed. But, once
a treatment is selected, the Standards and Guidelines provide a
consistent philosophical approach to the work.

Choosing the most appropriate treatment for a building requires
careful decision making about a building’s historical significance, as
well as taking into account a number of other considerations:
Level of Significance. National Historic Landmarks, designated
for their “exceptional significance in American history,” and other
properties important for their interpretive value may be candidates
for Preservation or Restoration. Rehabilitation, however, is the most
commonly used treatment for the majority of historic buildings
Reconstruction has the most limited application because so few
resources that are no longer extant can be documented to the degree
necessary to accurately recreate the property in a manner that con
veys its appearance at a particular point in history.
Physical condition. Preservation may be appropriate if distinctive
materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and convey
the building’s historical significance. If the building requires more
extensive repair and replacement, or if alterations or a new addition
are necessary for a new use, then Rehabilitation is probably the most
appropriate treatment.
Proposed use. Many historic buildings can be adapted for a new use
or updated for a continuing use without seriously impacting their
historic character. However, it may be very difficult or impossible
to convert some special-use properties for new uses without major
alterations, resulting in loss of historic character and even integrity.
Code and other regulations. Regardless of the treatment, regula
tory requirements must be addressed. But without a sensitive design
approach such work may damage a building’s historic materials and
negatively impact its character. Therefore, because the ultimate use
of the building determines what requirements will have to be met,
some potential uses of a historic building may not be appropriate if
the necessary modifications would not preserve the building’s historic
character. This includes adaptations to address natural hazards as well
as sustainability.
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PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building site
that are important in defining its overall historic character. Site
features may include walls, fences, or steps; circulation systems,
such as walks, paths, or roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs,
grass, orchards, hedges, windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such
as hills, terracing, or berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as
light posts or benches; decorative elements, such as sculpture,
statuary, or monuments; water features, including fountains,
streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation ditches; and subsurface
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds which are also important to the site.

Altering buildings and their features or site features which are
important in defining the overall historic character of the property
so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

[21] (a) The formal
garden on the property
of the 1826 BeauregardKeyes House in New
Orleans (b) is integral to
the character of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
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BUILDING SITE

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged building and site features
as a preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking
preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or site
feature until additional work can be undertaken, thereby allowing
further damage to occur to the building site.

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features by provid
ing proper drainage to ensure that water does not erode founda
tion walls, drain toward the building, or damage or erode the
landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings
and site features are damaged or destroyed; or, alternatively, chang
ing the site grading so that water does not drain properly.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or
elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Leaving known site features or archeological material unprotected
so that it is damaged during preservation work.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before
preservation begins, using professional archeologists and meth
ods when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material.

Preserving important landscape features through regularly-sched
uled maintenance of historic plant material.

Allowing important landscape features or archeological resources to
be lost, damaged, or to deteriorate due to inadequate protection or
lack of maintenance.

Protecting the building site and landscape features against arson
and vandalism before preservation work begins by erecting tem
porary fencing and by installing alarm systems keyed into local
protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds can be damaged or destroyed.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building
site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration
their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the his
toric character of the site.

Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings and
landscape features on the site through appropriate grounds or
landscape management.

Removing or destroying features from the site, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Protecting building and landscape features when working on the
site.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect building and landscape features during work on
the site.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
Evaluating the overall condition of the site to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to materi the site.
als and features, will be necessary.
Repairing building and site features which have damaged, dete
riorated, or missing components to reestablish the whole feature
and to ensure retention of the integrity of historic materials.

Failing to repair damaged or deteriorated site features.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing features of
the site when there are surviving prototypes, such as part of a
fountain, portions of a walkway, or a hedge, or when the replace
ment can be based on documentary or physical evidence. The
new work should match the old in material, design, scale, and
color.

Replacing an entire feature of the building or site when limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic site
feature.

[22 a-b] The 1907
Commander General’s
Quarters facing
Continental Park
is one of many
important structures
that contribute to the
historic significance and
character of Fort Monroe,
a National Monument, in
Hampton, VA.

BUILDING SITE
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PRESERVATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape fea- Altering those building and landscape features of the setting which
tures that are important in defining the overall historic character are important in defining its historic character so that, as a result,
the character is diminished.
of the setting. Such features can include circulation systems,
such as roads and streets; furnishings and fixtures, such as light
posts or benches; vegetation, gardens, and yards; adjacent open
space, such as fields, parks, commons, or woodlands; and impor
tant views or visual relationships.
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting. For example, preserving the
relationship between a town common or urban plaza and the
adjacent houses, municipal buildings, roads, and landscape and
streetscape features.

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape fea
tures in the setting by widening existing streets, changing landscape
materials, or locating new streets or parking areas where they may
negatively impact the historic character of the setting.
Removing or relocating historic buildings or landscape features,
thereby destroying the historic relationship between buildings and
the landscape in the setting.

[23] The city square is
important in defining
the character of the
historic setting in this
small town.
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SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)

PRESERVATION

[24] Cast-iron porches
and wrought-iron
fences from the late 19th
century typify this block
in an urban historic
district.

[25] Street names in tile
set into the sidewalk are
distinctive features in
this historic district.

SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)
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PRESERVATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged building or landscape fea
tures in the setting as a preliminary measure, when necessary,
prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or landscape
feature in the setting until additional work can be undertaken,
thereby allowing further damage to occur to the setting.

Protecting and maintaining historic features in the setting
through regularly-scheduled maintenance and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of building and landscape features
results.
Stripping or removing historic features from buildings or the setting,
such as a porch, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the
setting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

Protecting building and landscape features when undertaking
work in the setting.

Failing to protect building and landscape features during work in
the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to materials and features in the setting, will be neces
sary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features of the setting.

Repairing features in the setting by reinforcing the historic mate
rials, using recognized preservation methods.

Removing material that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components of building and landscape features in the setting when
there are surviving prototypes, such as balustrades or paving
materials, or when the replacement can be based on documen
tary or physical evidence. The new work should match the old in
material, design, scale, and color.
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SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)

Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape when lim
ited replacement of deteriorated or missing components is appropri
ate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic building or landscape feature.

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building site
that are important in defining its overall historic character. Site
features may include walls, fences, or steps; circulation systems,
such as walks, paths or roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs,
grass, orchards, hedges, windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such
as hills, terracing, or berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as
light posts or benches; decorative elements, such as sculpture,
statuary, or monuments; water features, including fountains,
streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation ditches; and subsurface arche
ological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds which are also important to the site.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing buildings and their features
or site features which are important in defining the overall historic
character of the property so that, as a result, the character is dimin
ished.

[42] This garden is an
important characterdefining landscape
feature on this college
campus.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape.
Removing or relocating buildings on a site or in a complex of related
historic structures (such as a mill complex or farm), thereby dimin
ishing the historic character of the site or complex.
Moving buildings onto the site, thereby creating an inaccurate his
toric appearance.
Changing the grade level of the site if it diminishes its historic
character. For example, lowering the grade adjacent to a building
to maximize use of a basement, which would change the historic
appearance of the building and its relation to the site.
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BUILDING SITE

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features by provid
ing proper drainage to ensure that water does not erode founda
tion walls, drain toward the building, or damage or erode the
landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings
and site features are damaged or destroyed; or, alternatively, chang
ing the site grading so that water does not drain properly.

Correcting any existing irrigation that may be wetting the build
ing excessively.

Neglecting to correct any existing irrigation that may be wetting the
building excessively.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Surveying and documenting areas where the terrain will be
altered to determine the potential impact to important landscape
features, archeological resources, other cultural or religious fea
tures, or burial grounds.

Failing to survey the building site prior to beginning work, which
may result in damage or loss of important landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds.

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Leaving known site features or archeological material unprotected so
that it is damaged during rehabilitation work.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before
rehabilitation begins, using professional archeologists and meth
ods, when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material

Preserving important landscape features through regularly-sched
uled maintenance of historic plant material.

Allowing important landscape features or archeological resources to
be lost, damaged, or to deteriorate due to inadequate protection or
lack of maintenance

Protecting the building site and landscape features against arson
and vandalism before rehabilitation work begins by erecting tem
porary fencing and by installing alarm systems keyed into local
protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds can be damaged or destroyed.
Removing or destroying features from the site, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a build- Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building
site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration
ing site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the his
possible.
toric character of the site.
Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings
and landscape features on the site through appropriate grounds
and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials and features from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the site
results.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when working on the Failing to protect building and landscape features during work on
site.
the site or failing to repair damaged or deteriorated site features.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to site features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
the site.

Repairing historic site features which have been damaged, are
deteriorated, or have missing components order reestablish the
whole feature and to ensure retention of the integrity of the
historic materials. Repairs may include limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing parts of site features when there are
surviving prototypes, such as paving, railings, or individual plants
within a group (e.g., a hedge). Repairs should be physically and
visually compatible.

Removing materials and features that could be repaired or using
improper repair techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the site (such as a fence, walkway, or
drive) when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

[43] The industrial
character of the site
was retained when
this brewery complex
was rehabilitated for
residential use.

[44] Not Recommended: (a-b) The historic character of this plantation house
(marked in blue on plan on opposite page) and its site was diminished and
adversely impacted when multiple new buildings like this (#3 on plan) were
constructed on the property (c).
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire feature of the site that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature.
Examples could include a walkway or a fountain, a land form, or
plant material. If using the same kind of material is not feasible,
then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a character-defining feature of the site that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that does
not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving site feature or that is physi
cally or ecologically incompatible.
Adding conjectural landscape features to the site (such as period
reproduction light fixtures, fences, fountains, or vegetation) that are
historically inappropriate, thereby creating an inaccurate appearance
of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature on a site when the historic feature is completely missing. This could include missing
outbuildings, terraces, drives, foundation plantings, specimen
trees, and gardens. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently on
the site. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with the
historic character of the building and site.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently on the site.
Introducing a new feature, including plant material, that is visually
incompatible with the site or that alters or destroys the historic site
patterns or use.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use

[45] Undertaking a
survey to document
archeological resources
may be considered in
some rehabilitation
projects when a new
exterior addition is
planned.
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BUILDING SITE

Designing new onsite features (such as parking areas, access
ramps, or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they
are as unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationship
between the building or buildings and the landscape, and are
compatible with the historic character of the property.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the building
site if landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the site and preserves the historic relationship between the
building or buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction on the building site which is visu
ally incompatible in terms of size, scale, design, material, or color,
which destroys historic relationships on the site, or which damages or destroys important landscape features, such as replacing a
lawn with paved parking areas or removing mature trees to widen a
driveway.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or site features
which detract from the historic character of the site.

Removing a historic building in a complex of buildings or removing a
building feature or a landscape feature which is important in defin
ing the historic character of the site.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use
of the site where it will not cause damage to historic buildings.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use of
the site where it will damage historic buildings.

REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape
features that are important in defining the overall historic
character of the setting. Such features can include circulation
systems, such as roads and streets; furnishings and fixtures,
such as light posts or benches; vegetation, gardens and yards;
adjacent open space, such as fields, parks, commons, or wood
lands; and important views or visual relationships.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing those building and landscape
features in the setting which are important in defining the historic
character so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

[46] The varied size, shapes, and architectural styles of these historic
buildings are unique to this street in Christiansted, St. Croix, USVI, and
should be retained in a rehabilitation project.
[47] Original paving stones contribute to the character of the historic
setting and distinguish this block from other streets in the district.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting. For example, preserving the
relationship between a town common or urban plaza and the
adjacent houses, municipal buildings, roads, and landscape and
streetscape features.

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape fea
tures in the setting by widening existing streets, changing landscape
materials, or locating new streets or parking areas where they may
negatively impact the historic character of the setting.
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape in the setting.

[48] Old police and fire call boxes,
which are distinctive features in this
historic district, have been retained,
and now showcase work by local
artists.
[49] Low stone walls are characterdefining features in this hilly,
early-20th-century residential
neighborhood.
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REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining historic features in the setting
through regularly-scheduled maintenance and grounds and landscape management.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of buildings and landscape features
results.
Stripping or removing historic features from buildings or the setting,
such as a porch, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the
setting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when undertaking
work in the setting.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features during work in
the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance,
such as repairs to materials and features in the setting, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features in the setting.

Repairing features in the setting by reinforcing the historic
materials. Repairs may include the replacement in kind or with a
compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing parts of setting features when there are surviving pro
totypes, such as fencing, paving materials, trees, and hedgerows.
Repairs should be physically and visually compatible.

Failing to repair and reinforce damaged or deteriorated historic
materials and features in the setting.
Removing material that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape in the
setting when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Replacing in kind an entire building or landscape feature in
the setting that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form
and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a
model to reproduce the feature. If using the same kind of mate
rial is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing a character-defining feature of the building or landscape
from the setting that is unrepairable and not replacing it or replac
ing it with a new feature that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving building or landscape feature
in the setting or that is physically or ecologically incompatible.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature of the building or land
scape in the setting when the historic feature is completely
missing. This could include missing steps, streetlights, terraces,
trees, and fences. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently in
the setting. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with
the historic character of the setting.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation; is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently in the setting.
Introducing a new building or landscape feature that is visually or
otherwise incompatible with the setting’s historic character (e.g.,
replacing low metal fencing with a high wood fence).

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
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Designing new features (such as parking areas, access ramps,
or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they are as
unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationships between
buildings and the landscape in the setting, and are compatible
with the historic character of the setting.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the setting if
landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the setting that preserve the historic relationship between the
buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction into historic districts which is visually
incompatible or that destroys historic relationships within the set
ting, or which damages or destroys important landscape features.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or landscape fea
tures which detract from the historic character of the setting.

Removing a historic building, a building feature, or landscape
feature which is important in defining the historic character of the
setting.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building
site from the restoration period. Site features may include walls,
fences, or steps; circulation systems, such as walks, paths, or
roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, grass, orchards, hedges,
windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such as hills, terracing, or
berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches;
decorative elements, such as sculpture, statuary, or monuments;
water features, such as fountains, streams, pools, lakes, irrigation
ditches; and subsurface archeological resources, other cultural or
religious features, or burial grounds which are also important to
the restoration period of the site.

Altering buildings and their features or site features from the resto
ration period.

Reestablishing the relationship between buildings and the land
scape on the site that existed during the restoration period.

Retaining non-restoration period buildings or landscape features on
the site, thereby confusing the depiction of the restoration-period
appearance of the site.

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features from the
restoration period by providing proper drainage to ensure that
water does not erode foundation walls, drain toward a building, or
damage or erode the landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings and site features from the restoration period are damaged or
destroyed. Or, alternatively, changing the site grading so that water
does not drain properly.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying
or damaging important landscape features from the restoration
period or archeological resources, other cultural or religious fea
tures, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features from the restoration period
or archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Failing to document building and site features from the restoration
period, which may result in their loss.

BUILDING SITE

209

RESTORATION

[15] (a) Cherry Hill House and Farm
(c. 1845) in Falls Church, VA, was the site of
encampments during the Civil War. Outbuildings
on the property, such as the corn crib (b) in the
foreground which was the source of provisions
for the soldiers, are important in interpreting its
role during the war.
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BUILDING SITE

RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Surveying and documenting areas of the site where the terrain
will be altered during restoration work to determine the poten
tial impact to important landscape features from the restoration
period or archeological resources, other cultural or religious
features, or burial grounds from the restoration period.

Failing to survey the building site prior to beginning restoration
work, which can result in damaging or destroying landscape fea
tures from the restoration period, or archeological resources, other
cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Failing to protect site features from the restoration period, or
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds when working on the site.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before res
toration of the site begins, using professional archeologists and
methods, when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material.

Preserving important landscape features from the restoration
period through regularly-scheduled site maintenance of historic
plant material.

Allowing important landscape features from the restoration period
to be lost or damaged due to lack of site maintenance.

Protecting the building site and landscape features from the
restoration period against arson and vandalism before restoration
work begins by erecting temporary fencing and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features from
the restoration period, or archeological resources, other cultural or
religious features, or burial grounds can be damaged or destroyed.
Removing site features from the restoration period, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a build
ing site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the
restoration-period character of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
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BUILDING SITE

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings and
landscape features from the restoration-period of the site through
appropriate grounds and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials and features from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the site
results.

Protecting buildings and site features from the restoration period
when working on the site.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features from the restora
tion period when working on the site or failing to repair damaged or
deteriorated site features.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features from the
restoration period to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to site features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
site features from the restoration period.

Repairing site features from the restoration period which have
been damaged, are deteriorated, or have missing components
to reestablish the whole feature and to ensure retention of the
integrity of the historic materials. Repair may include limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material of
those extensively deteriorated or missing components of site fea
tures when there are surviving prototypes, such as paving, railing,
or individual plants within a group (e.g., a hedge), or when the
replacement can be based on physical or historic documentation.

Replacing an entire site feature from the restoration period (such
as a fence, walkway, or drive) when repair of materials and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire restoration-period feature of the site
that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detail
ing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model to
reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based on
historic documentation. Examples could include a walkway or
fountain, a land form or plant materials. If using the same kind
of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material
may be used. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide
future research and treatment.

Removing a site feature from the restoration period that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that
does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving site feature from the
restoration period or that is physically incompatible.
Adding conjectural landscape features to the site (such as period
reproduction light fixtures, fences, fountains, or vegetation) that
cannot be documented, thereby confusing the depiction of the
restoration-period appearance of the building site.

RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing visible features of the building site that would
be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing visible features of the mechanical system from the restoration
period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing site features from other historic periods, such as an
outbuilding, paved road, or overgrown trees.

Failing to remove a site feature from another historic period,
thereby confusing the depiction of the site’s appearance from the
restoration period.

Documenting features of the building site dating from other peri
ods prior to their removal.

Failing to document site features from other periods that are
removed during restoration so that a valuable portion of the historic
record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing site feature from the restoration period
based on documentary and physical evidence; for example, dupli
cating a no-longer extant terrace, gazebo, fencing, or a hedge.

Constructing a feature of the building or site that was part of the
original design but was never actually built, or constructing a fea
ture which was thought to have existed during the restoration period
but cannot be documented.

[16] Archeological
investigation of the
property was undertaken
to ensure accuracy of the
restoration of Montpelier.
Photo: Courtesy of The
Montpelier Foundation.

BUILDING SITE
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape
features from the restoration period in the setting. These features
can include circulation systems, such as roads and streets; fur
nishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches; vegetation,
gardens, and yards; adjacent open space, such as fields, parks,
commons, or woodlands; and important views or visual relation
ships.

Altering restoration-period building and landscape features in the
setting.

Retaining or reestablishing the relationship between buildings
and landscape features in the setting that existed during the
restoration period.

Retaining non-restoration period buildings or landscape features
in the setting, thereby confusing the depiction of the restorationperiod appearance of the setting.

[17 a-b] The cobblestone street, brick
sidewalks, and stone stoops of these
houses are important restorationperiod features of the late 18th
through the 19th-century restoration
period of this historic district.
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NOT RECOMMENDED

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

Failing to document restoration-period buildings and landscape
features in the setting, which may result in their loss.

(a)

RESTORATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining features from the restoration period
in the setting through regularly-scheduled maintenance and
grounds and landscape management.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of buildings and landscape features
results.
Removing restoration-period building or landscape features in the
setting, such as porches, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in a set
ting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in a setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

(b)

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting buildings and landscape features from the restoration
period when undertaking work in the setting.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features from the restora
tion period when working in the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of restoration-period materi
als and features in the setting to determine whether more than
protection and maintenance, such as repairs to materials and
features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features in the setting from the restoration period.

Repairing restoration-period features in the setting by reinforcing
the historic materials. Repair may include the replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing components of features from the restora
tion period when there are surviving prototypes, such as porch
balustrades, paving materials, or trees.

Replacing an entire building or landscape feature from the resto
ration period in the setting when repair of materials and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire restoration-period building or landscape feature in the setting that is too deteriorated to repair (if
the overall form and detailing are still evident) using the physi
cal evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or when the
replacement can be based on historic documentation. If using
the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be considered. The new work may be dated
to guide future research and treatment.

Removing a restoration-period feature of the building or landscape
in the setting that is unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing
it with a new feature that does not match.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving restoration-period
building or landscape feature in the setting or that is physically or
ecologically incompatible.

RESTORATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic features of the setting that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing restoration-period features of the setting using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing features of the building or landscape in the setting
from other historic periods, such as a road, sidewalk, or fence.

Failing to remove a feature of the building or landscape in the
setting from another period, thereby confusing the depiction of the
setting’s appearance from the restoration period.

Documenting features of the building or landscape in the setting
dating from other periods prior to their removal.

Failing to document features of the building or landscape features
in the setting from other periods that are removed during restoration
so that a valuable portion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing feature of the building or landscape in
the setting that existed during the restoration period based on
documentary and physical evidence; for example, duplicating a
non-longer extant path or park bench.

Constructing a feature of the building or landscape that was part of
the original design for the setting but was never actually built, or
constructing a feature which was thought to have existed during the
restoration period but cannot be documented.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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RECONSTRUCTION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

236

BUILDING SITE

NOT RECOMMENDED

Reconstructing building site features based on documentary and
physical evidence.

Reconstructing building site features without documentary and
physical evidence.

Inventorying the building site to determine the existence of
aboveground remains and subsurface archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds, and using
this evidence as corroborating documentation for the reconstruc
tion of related site features. These may include walls, fences,
or steps; circulation systems, such as walks, paths, or roads;
vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, grass, orchards, hedges, wind
breaks, or gardens; landforms, such as hills, terracing, or berms;
furnishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches; decora
tive elements, such as sculpture, statuary, or monuments; water
features, including fountains, streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation
ditches.

Giving the building’s site an inaccurate appearance by basing the
reconstruction on conjectural designs or on features from other
sites.

Recreating the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
related site features.

Changing the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
related site features, or reconstructing some site features but not
others, thereby confusing the depiction of the reconstructed site.

[6] This lighthouse
on Lake Ponchartrain
in New Orleans was
reconstructed after the
historic 1890 lighthouse
was destroyed by
Hurricane Katrina.

BUILDING SITE
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RECONSTRUCTION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Reconstructing features in the building’s historic setting based on Reconstructing features in the setting without documentary and
documentary and physical evidence.
physical evidence.
Inventorying the setting to determine the existence of aboveground remains and subsurface archeological resources, other
cultural or religious features, or burial grounds, and using this
evidence as corroborating documentation for the reconstruction
of missing features of the historic setting. These may include
circulation systems, such as roads and streets; furnishings and
fixtures, such as light posts or benches; vegetation, gardens, and
yards; adjacent open space, such as fields, parks, commons, or
woodlands; and important views or visual relationships.

Giving the building’s setting an inaccurate appearance by basing
the reconstruction on conjectural designs or on features from other
locations.

Recreating the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting.

Changing the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting by reconstructing some features
but not others, thereby confusing the depiction of the reconstructed
setting.

[7] The Muhlenberg Brigade Huts
are reconstructions of nine log huts
erected in 1777 at Valley Forge during
the Revolutionary War. They have
been reconstructed on the historic
road with logs cut with modern power
tools and finished with cement, unlike
the original logs which were hand
hewn and finished with traditional
chinking. Photo: Rdsmith4 at Wikimedia
Commons.
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[8] The Palace of Fine Arts was designed by Bernard Maybeck and built for the
1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. The pavilion was intended to be
temporary and, although it had a steel structure, the exterior was finished only
with staff, an impermanent material composed of plaster and fiber. The building
was not torn down after the exposition, and it eventually fell into ruin. In 1964, all
but the steel structure was demolished, and the building was reconstructed with
lightweight poured-in-place concrete. Photo: Kevinlcole at Wikimedia Commons.
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